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a. 
"Unto us a Child is born, unto us a . Son is given; and 
the government shall be upon His shoulder; and His name shall 
be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The ever-
lasting Father, The Prince of Peace" (Ia.9,6). These joyous 
words of the prophet Isaiah are read every Christmas morning. 
They strike the key-note for one of the happiest festivals 
of the Church year. When these words were penned, the 
children of Israel, the ·chosen race of God, were under the 
heel of the Assyrians. To revive their sinking hopes, to 
restore their confidence of their ultimate destiny, Isaiah 
sang of the coming God-anointed King, the Messiah. 
But as the centuries continued their journey into eter-
nity, the clouds of captivity and suffering and shame seemed 
to grow darker and more foreboding for the children of Israel. 
They needed the assurances of God that they finally would be 
received in glory. They saw their country laid waste by the 
invader; their entire people was carried off into captivity; 
they lost their cherished independence to an alien race. But 
regardless of the afflictions, stripes, and ills, the teachers 
of Israel never permitted the faith to fail. The story of 
the Promised One was passed from one generation to the next. 
With eyes shining at the prospect of a restoration of all 
the glory, independence, and power of the days of Solomon, 
they waited. 
3. 
"When the fulness of time waa cornea, Jesus Christ, this 
promised Deliverer, was born into a nation filled with such 
expectancy. But their hopes were jolted. He did not restore 
the lost glory of Solomon; He did not free the people from 
the oppressive yoke of a foreign ruler; rather, as a chief 
criminal, He died upon a shameful cross. Yet His closest 
friends and disciples immediately proclaimed Him to be the 
Messiah for Whom they were looking and praying. Although 
there were many who disbelieved Him and persecuted His 
followers, the Gospel of the new dispensation quic:iay spread 
to the four corners of the world - accepted and believed 
by many. 
Yet Jesus Christ, although many yea.rs have passed sinoe 
He has withdrawn His visible presence from the eyes of ma.n, 
is one of the most controversial figures in this our era of 
human-kind. Ridicule, mockery, and blasphemy have been flung 
at Him; His every claim is questioned, criticized, derided, 
tossed hither and thither with the wildest abandon; His mir-
acles are denied or e·xplained away; His teaching ridioule.d 
and rejected; His Cross, Passion, and Resurreotion denounced 
as cunningly-devised fables artfully palmed off on an ex-
tremely gullible world. Fickle and false, also, are many of 
His so-called friends. There have been many generations of 
Judases to betray Him, of disciples to forsake Him, of Peters 
I 
4. 
to deny Him. Yet, in spite of these attacks upon His Person 
and Work, He, the Son of the living God, still stands -
~tands victorious and eternally triumphant. 
A credential dewanded of any religion is the miraculous. 
If Christianity \"Vas to be accepted as divine it had to have 
miracles. And we maintain that our holy religion is not 
lacking in that respect. No man who reads the Bible with a 
candid and impaxtial mind can be of another opinion. It has 
been correctly stated, that "a non-miraculous Christianity 
is as much a contradiction in terms as a quadrangular circle; 
when you have taken away the supernatural what is left behind 
ie not Christianityn. 1 But the miracles of Jesus Christ, the 
Head and Center of the Christian religion, ha.ve been regarded 
by many scholars as the Achilles' heel of Christianity. They 
are placed in the position of a defenda:nt before the bar of 
scientific law. And if they are disproved, "Christianity is 
stripped of its essential peouliarity ••. the Christian system 
of dootrine ia reduced to a mere · product of the human mind, 
having no divine sanction, and mixed, we know not how largely, 
2 with error". It is understandable, then, why so many and 
so varied attacks have been made upon the miracles of our Lord. 
If we wish to know someone, we must study both his words 
and his actions. Since we cannot read his mind, we can only 
analyze what we can see and hear in order to learn who and 
l R. c. Trench, Notes on the Miracles of our Lord, p.iX. 
2 George P. Fischer, Essays on the Supernatural Origin of 
Christianitv. pp.12-13. 
5. 
11ha.t he is. From this it becomes evident, that the Person 
of Christ, Who and What He is, ie involved in the question 
of miracles and their authenticity. They were, as St. John 
tells us, recorded to prove that Jesus "is the Christ, the 
Son of God". (Jn.20,31). If they are false, so also is 
Christ. He then becomes nothing more than an imposter. 
In short, the objections which seek to annihilate the mir-
acles, also seek to annihilate Christ Himself. If these 
objections are ever proved to be true, then all the peoples 
of Christendom have been placing their hope and confidence 
on nothing more than a will-o-the-wiap, have been building 
the fortress of their soul on sinking sand. Indeed, then 
life itself, for them, would lose all meaning and purpose. 
In the various epochs of Biblical history, we note that 
t he performance of miracl es seems to travel in plateaus. At 
certain times we have an a.bundanoe of them; at others, prac-
tically none. To explain the rea son for this, Professor 
Christlieb says: 
Miracles, like revelation in general, belong to those 
crises in which the kingdom of God is to make an im-
portant advance. They are connected with certain per-
iods and persons, namely, with the chief promoters of 
God's kingdom. The time of the foundation and re-es-
tablishment of the law of Moses and Elijah; the time 
of the founding and first promulgation of the Gospel 
by Christ and His Apostles, were decisive epochs of 
this kind. In the intermediate ages miracles fell 
into the background.3 
3 Quoted by M. R. Vincent's Modern Miracles. The Presbyterian 
Review, Vol.IV., p.478. 
6. 
Before we proceed any farther, it might be well for us 
to state what we understand by the nature and purpose of 
Christ's miracles. By the nature of the miracle, we mean, 
first of all, what kind it was. What were some of its dis-
tinguishing features? For example, a large number of His 
miracies were those of healing, in contra-distinction to 
those which He performed on the forces of nature, or those 
by ~hich He restored the dead to life. In that large 
classification, however, we find that several miracles had 
to do with ordinary disease.a of the body,. while others had 
to do with the mental and psychical make-up of the person 
on whom tbe miracle was performed. Thua· the difference 
between the various miracles is found . in the object on whioh 
they were performed and not in Christ Himself. Secondly, 
we shall approach the nature of the miracle from the angle 
of Christ. We shall note what the accounts say about the 
manner in which our savior acted. We find that He always 
works with the greatest care, sometimes healing by a touch, 
sometimes by a word, sometimes by His will at a distance, 
but always in His own name. The words of our Lord are then 
to be noted. They show how He prepared the minds of the 
recipients; how He trained His disciples; and how He con-
veyed the spiritual truth taught from the miracle to the 
people. Finally, we should observe the effects on the 
object, on the disciples and people, and especially on 
I 
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anyone named in the accounts. It will be seen that His 
work was immediate, indisputable and thorough, always going 
to the root of the matter, and not simply dealing with a few 
special symptoms like the so-called bealings of today. 
We shall also treat the purpose of the miracles from 
t\•: o sides. First of all, we shall note the. purpose of the 
miracles as a whole, as a unit. Yet, each miracle had a 
definite function which is altogether different from the 
prime purpose. For example, in the raising of Lazarus, 
His imrnediate purpose in bringing His friend back to life 
was to perform an act suggested by sympathy for Mary a.nd 
Martha. At the same time, this mi racle proved that He was 
t he Resurrection and the Li fe, the very Son of God. 
In any discussion of miracles, the debate usually begins 
with the question: Does the Bible record what actually 
happened? Objectors immediately state that the mere mention 
of the miraculous in the Gospel history brands the letter 
as legendary a.nd lifts it out of the category of writings 
possessing trustworthiness. The defenders, on the other 
hand, contend that miracles are not contrary to any lans 
of nature, that they are in harmony with the essence of God; 
hence, the accounts of them may well be true, and since 
they are found in the Bible~ they must be true. Before we 
proceed any further~ it must be quite evident that time 
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will not permit a disoussion of all the questions and ideas 
which arise from a study of the miracles. Therefore, we 
must be allowed to assume that the Bible is the inspired 
Word of God, that every word in it is the pure truth. 
Hence, we believe the miracles of our Savior are real, and 
were actually performed by Him in the way the Evangelists 
record them. There are, however, certain basic objections 
to miracles which we will take up for the sake of complete-
ness. 
When all is said and done, the importance and purpose 
of the miracles of our Lord for the individual will depend 
on his faith. Total acceptance of them should be found with 
us, because Christ performed them and because they reveal 
His will, and only this can give meaning to them. To the 
unbeliever they will be a stumbling-block. At best, they 
will be a means of satisfying his curiosity. But the 
believer will find in them food for his soul which is 
clinging to Christ. 
It is our prayer, then, that as a result of this brief 
work, Christ may become more firmly imbedded in our life, 
that we may realize all the more His eternal preciousness 
for us, that we ma.y understand the more that He is the 
Promised Messiah, the Son of the living God. 
Chapter One. 
The Essence and Historicity 
of the Miracles of Christ. 
9. 
What makes a ·certain deed a miracle? If there are any 
rules for determining this, what are they? Very often the 
name of a given object indicates some of its distinctive 
features and characteristics. Let us endeavor, then, first 
of all, as a matter on which our whole d'iscussion depends, 
to ascertain what is understood by a miracle, or what a 
miracle is. 
The names used to designate miracles in the New Testa-
ment bring out some of their essential properties. They are 
called by three Greek words in Hebrews 2,4: aemeia, terata, 
kai dunameis, which can be translated by "signs, wonders, and 
powers"· st. John often gives them the ria..me erga, works. 
"Sign" implies that they were wrought as 11a means of revela-
tionn. 4 It is a token and indication that God is very near, 
that His gracious working is now visible to the mortal eye. 
Moreover, they are pledges and signs of something to come, 
which is more valuable and worth-while than the act itself, 
because they point to the grace and power of the Worker, and 
at the same time show His relation to the Higher. They de-
clare that He had the power of God with Him and in Him. 
"Wonder" refers to the effect of the miracle on the minds of 
the eye-witnesses. They had various reactions: some were 
filled with awe and reverence, others with hatred and hosti-
4 w. E. Orchard, Foundations of Faith, p.179. 
10. 
' 
lity. All, however, were amazed and astonished at the event. 
11Powers II indicates that the miracle was not due to natural 
means within the abilities of man, but far beyond them. The 
cause of the divine work easily transfers its name to the 
eff ect - the power to work such a thing is in the divine 
Messenger. Finally, they are also called "works", as though 
the wonderful is only natural for Him who possesses all the 
fulnesa of the Godhead bodily. Because He is so much higher 
and greater than man with respect to botn His Being and ex-
istence, He must bring forth these works which are grea ter 
than rnan•s. And, when one takes into account who He is, it 
is no~ startling to find that He did perform these works. 
5 The only startling thing would be, if He had not. 
Thus a miracle may be defined an as extraordinary, 
supernatural event which attracts attention and at the same 
time has a profound effect on the beholders. Although it is 
due to a high, divine cause and energy, it is never a mere 
display of power which fulfils no moral end; it is never a 
disturbance or upsetting of the natural order of things, 
bringing no special benefit or result with it. It is a sign 
coffipieting, yes, performed for, some preconceived purpose 
and end. Miracles are signs which upo1nt beyond themselves 
to the cause of which they are the effeQt. to the person of 
5 R. C. T1·ench, Op. cit. 1 pp.2-7, passim. 
11. 
whom they are the acts, to the unseen events of which they 
are the symbols, to the future events of which they are the 
. 6 
prophetic preludes". Yes, they are signs of ngrace, illus-
trations of redeeming power, tokens of the kingdom manifested 
in the midst of the world, that men entering into it might 
7 
find deliverance". 
In the healing of the paralytic (Mk.2,l-12), for example, 
we can readily see that these names are all different aspects 
of the same work. Wonder - "They were all amazed". Power -
at Christ• s command, the man "arose, took up his bed, ,vent 
forth". Sign - there was One among them who was greater 
than they, One who "hath power on earth to forgive sins". 
Works - the simplest word of all, stating that "God was in 
Christ", and these works were just the natural consequence 
of the divine fulness. 
Now, what were these works of Christ that are called 
wonders, powers, and signs? They were such as these: the 
stilling of a tempest by a single spoken word; the healing 
of sickness by a touch; the raising of the dead by a command; 
the feeding of thousands with a few loaves and a few fishes; 
the walking on water without any material support - and 
the like. These miracles of Christ have defied the attempts 
of human power to reproduce them; they cannot be explained 
6 Theodor Zahn, Introduction to the New Testament, p.504. 
7 Brownlow Maitland, Steps to Faith, p.74. 
I 
or accounted for by the so-called laws of nature; they cannot 
be imitated even by the greatest of magicians. With the con-
viction of these truths and mindful of the words of Peter, 
"Which God did by Him in the midst of you", we have the basic 
f acts for a definition. So we understand that a miracle 1s an 
event which does not follow the usual pattern of secondary 
causes and effects; which cannot be explained by the ordinary 
operations of these same causes; and which is performed by 
someone with the per~ission and power of God to prove he is 
God's representative and that his message is true.a However, 
the operation of that miracle or its performance ntranscends 
the laws of nature and morality, i.e., does not conform to 
them. It does not involve the suspension or violation of 
these laws, but only their subordination to the purpose of 
9 grace". A miracle, however, is not an unhistorical event 
as such; that is to say, not something which lies hidden 
within the historical fact and which must be apprehended by 
faith, otherwise there is no miracle.
10 
Rather, a miracle 
is some supernatural event, which 1s perceptible by the 
senses, of a believer or an unbeliever. Though it may not 
be understood, yet it is a fact which cannot be denied.
11 
8 w. M. Taylor, The Miracles of our Savior, pp.4-5. 
9 William Dewar, What is a Miracle?, appearing in the American 
Journal of Theology, Vol.a., p.244. 
10 F. w. Camfield, Revelation and the HolY Spirit, pp.158-S. 
ll Louis Jou1n, Evidences of Religion, p.5a. 
13. 
Compiling a number of definitions of a mira.ole, Trench 
has this to say: 
Whether we are content to say with Kant, '.Miracles are 
events in the world with the laws of whose workings we 
are, and 8.lwa.ys must be,. unacquainted'; or \'lith M•Cosh, 
'A work wrought by a Divine power for a Di v_ine purpose 
by means beyond the reach of man•; or with Coleridge, 
'An effect presented to the senses without any adequate 
antecedent, ejusdem generis et praeter experientiam•; 
or with Isaac Taylor, 'A fragmentary instance of the 
eternal order of an upper world'; or with Bishop Fitz-
gerald, 'Events contrary to the general experience so 
f a r as their mere physical circumstances, visible to 
us, are concerned'; or with Bishop Butler, 'A miracle, 
in its very notion, is relative to a course of nature, 
and i mplies somewhat different from it, considered as 
being so' ; or with Dean Mansel, • A use of natural in-
struments acting after their kind'; or ~1th Provost 
Jellett, 'The exertion of a force not included among 
ordinary forces of nature, and therefore in a certa in 
sense different frolll a course of ne.ture, as including 
an element not contained therein'; or with St. Augustine, 
'What God performs out of the usual course of nature 
as it is known to us•; or with Amiel, 'A miracle is a 
perception of the soul, the vision of the Divine be-
. hind nature•; or with Max Ml.Iller, ' It is the recogni-
tion of the Divine reflected in the . light of common 
day• ; or vr i th the au tho rs of The Unseen Universe, 'A 
peculiar action of the invisible upon the visible 
universe•. When we have exhausted our powers of 
definition, we come back a.t last to the simple state-
ment, that a miracle is a new effect introduced by a 
new cause, and that cause is the will of God. It is 
'the immediate consequent of tre special exertion of 
the Divine volition'(Jellett). 2 
The question: IIV/hy are not all the everyday happenings 
of nature classified as, and called, wonders and miracles", 
is well taken. To create a new being is as great a marvel 
as raising a. man from the dead. The changing of a seed 
12 R. c. Trench, Op. cit., pp.x-xi. 
14. 
planted in the ground into bread ia as great a ~onder as the 
bread Tihich multiplied frOill Christ's hand at the t~o great 
miracle s of supply. The truth is that all these things a.re 
wonders. But., it aiust be remembe:ced, a miracle is not a 
grea ter manifestation than these ordinary wonders whioh pass 
i n review before our eyes day by day, but a different .uia.ni-
festa.tion. In Romans I., the Apostle Paul declares that, "the 
invisible things of Him are clearly seen, being understood 
by the things that are made, even His eternal power and God-
head". In other words, these events are a continuous and 
continual revelation to all the world and all its peoples 
of all time. But in Christ's miracles there is .definitely 
a personal element. When He performed His miracles, acer-
tain, definite group of people at a certain place was pri-
marily effected. Of course, those living today benefit by 
those miracles only in a . secondary way, not as they did~ 
13 personally and even materiall y. 
Besides that, how~ver, there is the concurrence of the 
marvelous work with a definite command or act of Christ. We 
may use the miracles of supply as an example. When Christ 
took the loaves and fishes, and blessed and broke them, 
there was enough to feed thousands. We cannot tell just 
what happened. All we know is that at the act of Christ, 
13 wm. J. Irons, The Miracles of Christ, p.3. 
-
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the food nrul t1pl1ed imu1ediately. In the gradual prooeas of 
a seed growing to ~heat, and tha t being changed to flour, and 
t hat finally ba.ked into bread, we do not ba.,,e the 3R.rne situa-
tion. There is no speoial oornma.nd of Christ. There is no 
i mmediate cha nge. And the oh~nge that finally takea place 
can be aooounted for by recognized laws of nature, 1vhil o the 
miracles of Christ c.e.nnot. "At tiiaes a miracle may be identi-
cally the same as a na tural event; but the attending oircum-
stanoes are such tha t it may be called a miracle, e.g., as 
in th~ oase of Elijah, when rain ca~e in answer to fervent 
prayer (I Kings 18,41 ff)n. 14 
Furthermore, we oan make a distinction between provi-
dential and absolute wonders~ and subjective and objective 
wonders. Aa an illustration of this ~e may use the birth 
of our Savior. When we examine what the fulness of time 
really was and implied. we cannot but note the finger of 
God discernible in the writing and shaping of man's life and 
history. The unification of the ~hen-known world under the 
Romans with their excellent oode of laws; the linking of the 
entire empire by a net-work of well-built and well-kept roads; 
the single l a nguage, Greek. spoken and understood by practi-
cally everyone; the Pax Romana, during which the spread of 
the Gospel oo~ld be effeoted with little difficulty - such 
conditions prevailed at the time of Christ's birth. At no 
14 Wm. Arndt, Bible Difficulties, p.25. 
16. 
other time in history were oonditions so favorable for the 
spread and expansion of the Kingdom of' God. Now 'Ile are com-
pletely correct if i:ie ca.11 this a. miracle. But 1 t 1s a pro-
vidential, and not a.n absolute, miracle. It cannot be called 
an absolute miracle, becau$e .there were certain, definitely 
known causes which brought about the conditions that existed 
at that time. Certainly, it would be foolish to attempt to 
disconnect the two. We can call this world-condition a sub-
jective wonder, a. wonder for us, but not an objective wonder, 
a wonder in and of itself. 15 
As already stated, the question of the possibili~y a.nd 
probability of miracles can be called the Achilles• heel of 
Christianity. It is not surprising, then, that so rna.ny people 
have attempted to undermine and overthrow the credibility 
of the Christian religion by their assaults on mira.cles. Had 
they succeeded, they could -have continued from there and 
successfully discredited the entire corpus of Christian 
doctrines and events until nothing but. a dead skeleton re-
mained. Let us consider some of the ma.in objections to the 
mixa.cles of our savior. 
Is a miracle actually a ·violation or suspension of 
natural law? Most ge.nerally this question has been answered 
in the affirmative. However, very much depends on one•s con-
cepti~n and definition of the n1aws of naturen. If a person 
15 R. c. Trench, Op. cit., p.11. 
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·views the laws of nature as something constant or static, as 
something that will admit of no deviation, as something which 
is an established course and order of things, which is depen-
dent solely and alone on nature and the .physical makeup ef 
any given thing, then, properly speaking, he can say that a 
miracle is a violation and suspension of the laws of nature. 
Under this conception, the relationship between a given event 
and the physical antecedents which it invariably follows is 
taken as constituting the laws of nature. In the case of the 
miracle, then, the final event does not follow, but is in 
conflict with, the given set of physical antecedents. When 
Christ healed the leper, e.g., the restoration to health 
resulted from a word uttered by a human voice. Hence the 
connection usually observed to subsist between the physical 
antecedent and the final result was broken or dissolved. If 
the laws of nature are this stated connection, certainly the 
natural law is superseded and violated.16 
According to our definition, a miracle is an event out 
of the usual observed sequence of secondary causes and effects, 
which cannot be explained by the ordinary operations of these 
causes. If, now, from the operation of precisely the same 
secondary causes an event entirely opposite to that which is 
invariably produced by them were to result, that would indeed 
be a violation of the laws of nature. But a miracle is not 
16 Fisher, Op. oit., pp.478-9. 
18. 
' l 
such an effect. It is a work which results from the opera-
tion and introduction of a new cause. To illustrate this, 
supposed a boy throws a atone into the air, there is a 
counteraction to the force of gravity, as far as the stone 
is concerned. There is, however, no violation of the law 
of gravitation, but simply another force, exerted by the 
muscular energy of the boy, came into play and per£ormed 
its work. The foroe of gravity never changed but remained 
17 as operative as it ever was. Furthermore, "the law of 
gravitation is not properly stated when it is made to in-
volve the bringing to the earth of a stone in those circum-
stances under which we observe the stone to risen. 18 How 
does this apply to the performance of a miracle? The res-
surrection to life of a man who ha.a died, is not a violation 
of the laws of nature. ~rue, it is an event which the natu-
ral causes connected vii th the event could not have produced, 
but, on the contrary, acting by themselves, must have hin-
dered. But this change of event is not due to a violation 
of the natural law, but due entirely to the introduction and 
operation of a new, yes, supernatural cause. The normal 
sequence of events which the physical antecedents, if left 
to themselves, would have prod~oed, is set aside because of 
I' the added antecedent., the exertion of the Divine, supe:i,natu-
ral power. 19 To illustrate this further, when God preserved 
17 Taylor, Q,p. oit., pp.4-5. 
18 Fisher, Op. cit., p.480. 
19 ~ p.480. 
19. 
the three men in the fiery furnace, that fire did not lose 
its ability to consume combustible bodies, or to kill. The 
fact that some of the keepers of the furnace perished from 
the intense heat shows this. The fire was simply prevented 
by God from exercising its power on those young men. 
We see., then, that the argument that a miracle is a 
violation of the laws of nature is fallacious. The propon-
ents of this objection do not take into consideration the 
introduction of a new cause. If two men are unable to push 
a oar, while with the addition of the strength of a third 
man, they can, this new situation does not alter the first. 
ffor can it. 
Nor 1-s a miracle a suspension of t ·he laws of nature. 
Coming back to the example o( the boy throwing the stone into 
the air: even while the stone was asoe...d.ing into the air, the 
laws of gravitation remained in operation. When the new cause, 
the energy which the boy .exerted on the stone, was used up, 
the stone fell to the earth. Furthermore, there was no dis-
turbance of the relationship between the heavenly bodies by. 
the action of the boy. The laws of gravitation were not sus-
pended, but remained operat.ive. The position of eaoh of the 
heavenly bodies remained proportionately the same. Nor can 
there be aµy doubt that the next time Lazarus died~ be re-
mained dead. The laws govern.ing death were in effeot again 
20. 
only this tiroe no new oauae was added to change the situation. 
We readily admit the consistency and necessary truth of 
these laws of nature. And that same necessary truth, rather 
than rendering miracles an impossibility, certifies that 
miracles should and must occur if the supernatural is opera-
ting. If the secondary causes by themselves, and the secon-
dary causes plus the introduction of a. new, Divine Cause, 
yielded only the same result, then, indeed, would we be 
living in an unsystematic and lawless world and universe. 
The better one knows t hat t wo and t wo make four, the better 
he knows that two and three do not. 
This will perhaps give us a clearer understanding of 
wba t the la\Vs of nature are. Too ofte11 they a re thought of 
as causing the events to happen; actually, they have never 
done this. The laws of motion do not make billiard balls 
move: they only explain the motion after something apart 
f1·om the ball, a. man with a. oue, the jarring of th·e table,. 
or even a supernatural cause, has provided it. They simply 
sta te the pattern which every event, if it finally does take 
pl ace, must follow. urn one sense, the laws of nature cover 
the whole field of spaoe and time; in another, what they 
leave out is precisely the whole real universe - the inces-
sant torrent of actual events which make up true history •••• 
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That 1,rust oome :from so11ie~1here else. The divine art of 
miracle i~ not an a.rt of suspending the pattern to which 
events conform but feeding new events into that pat~erna. 20 
Every miracle has a cause and results. The oause is in 
the operation of God; the results follow according to natural 
law. During the time ~hich follows its performance, it is 
int,erlock.ed with nature just like any other event. But its 
peculiarity is that it does not follow the pattern which 
nature knew before it was perfol'med. For some people this 
is the orux of the matter. They understand nature to be the 
v,hole of reality, which LOUSt never be inconsistent or unre-
lated. Nature is, however~ only a part of reality. If it 
is only a part of it, there still can be that interlocking, 
although it may not be that way the Naturalist thought. 
C. S. Lewis writes on this point: 
The great complex event called Nature, and the _new 
particular event introduoed into it by the miracla, are 
related by their common origin in God, and doubtless, 
if we knew enough, zuost intricately related in His pur-
pose and design, so that a Nature which had had a differ-
ent history; and therefore. had been a different liature, 
would have been involved by different miracles or by 
none at all. In that way the miracle a.nd the previous 
course of Nature are as well interlocked as any other 
t wo realities, but you must go back as far as their 
common Creator to find the interlocking. You will not 
find it within Nature ..•• Ever)libing 1.i. connected with 
everything else: but not all things a~ connected by 
the short straight roads we expected. 
The assaults on miracles go farther than the position 
that they were and are a violation and suspension of the laws 
20 C. s. Lewis, Miracles, pp.71-73. 
21 ibid. pp. 73-74. 
of nature . To Spinoza, God nnd na~ure uere one and the same; 
its la11s were His decrees. Everything was determined alike 
a s to being and action by the necessity of Divine nature. God 
was everything. Everything had its existence in Him. He was 
the firs·t, le.st, and only Cause. Now, then, every violation 
or contra.diction or inconsistency of natural la.w wa.a a. con-
tradiction of God Himself. To say that God had superseded 
or acted against the physical la.ws was the same a.s saying 
that God had acted against Himself, which He would never do. 
Such a view leads to Monism; and to Monism, miracles are not 
only impossible, but ridiculously absurd. The view of Pan-
t heism and materialism is essentially the same. Each be~ 
lievee in the one f0rce in the universe; ea ch, accordingly, 
ha s to deny the faot of an act i ve or consoicua will a:oo·ve, 
yet ·.\I i thin, t he rnaterial universe. But, since their first 
premise oa.nnot be 9rcved, t he inferences drawn from 1 t are 
not valid, If na tuxe reve~ls a r eason and will, "it is but 
l ogica l to conclude t hn.t the -:.!E i verse i:1111 be governed as 
reason and will alone oan g9vern - in ways that are vcl~n-
t a ry and for ends that are rat i onal. These may i mply or 
manifest t he miraculous, but ou.r mira culous is our God 's 
natural - Le., 1~ the ob~~ience of the Divine \YilJ. to the 
e nds and purposes of the Divine reason n. 
22 
In a mi:racle, 
t hen, we have the order of heaven instead of the crde1· of 
22 A. M. Fair.bairn~ Studies in the Life of Chris!, p.155. 
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earth. There is no conflict bet;;,recn God and Himself l)ut a 
comprehensioa of a. lower law into a highe:r. 
The Rationalistio approach to the probleM of miracles 
seemed to rise from a desire to deny the essentials of 
,, 
Christianity, but, at the saiae time, keep Him of Whom the 
Holy Scriptures speak. The rationalists did not want to be 
classed as infidels and unbelievers, but nei~her did they 
want to adhere to the Bible as the only source and norm of 
f a ith and the knowledge of God. It was necessary for them 
to show, then, t hat Christ never -said th.at He performed 
mi.rfl.cles, and th~t the inspired authors did not record any. 
They explained that a belief that there actually were miracles 
oarne from the people who desired and craved to have them. 
They were not upset by the fact that the whole divine element 
of Scripture would disappear, because that is precisely what 
they wanted. The human, they reasoned, could still be vindi-
cated. The credibility, the honesty of the sacred historians 
would remain intact. Christ would still be regarded as the 
highest example of goodness and morality whioh all should 
emulate. But He was not God. 
This attempt was v~ry bold, ~lthough it was entirely 
hcpeles9, fer it appealed to Scripture to prove its thecxias. 
How could 1-t; explain a".iay the miraculous? Simply by ma.king 
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the miracles natural. ordinary events. Thus, Christ did not 
change water into wine, but just brought in a new supply when 
the guests had finished the old; He did not multiply the 
loaves, but the people, observing His generous spirit in 
that He shared the food that He had, followed His example 
and so there was enough for all; He did not walk on the 
water but on the shore-line; He did not call Lazarus back 
to life, but correctly guessed that he was in a sort of 
coma and ar9used him from it. In such a way Dr. Paulus, who 
was one of the chief proponents of this "explanation", 
attempted to harmonize the credibility of the Gospel aooounts 
with the denial of the Deity and the miracles of Christ. This 
view, however, necessarily did not stand the attacks of langu-
age and reason that were thrown against it. Both believer, 
and surprisingly enough, unbeliever, rejected it so completely 
that it is µot held by any reputable individual or group. 23 
A miracle is no contradiction of experience. If it were, 
we would be justified in asking to whose experience it is a 
contradiction·. To my experience as an individual? or the 
experience of all men? or the experience of the men who 
lived and walked with Christ when He lived here on earth? 
If my experience is meant, the·n 1 t has no bearing on the case .• 
If it is the experience of men generally, then, of course., 
a miracle is contrary to that. If it were not., then the 
miracle would be no miracle., for the very essence of a 
-23 Trench, Op. cit., pp.64-65. 
/ 
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miracle is that it is out of the ordinary course of nature 
known and observed by men. But if the experience of the dis-
ciples is meant, then it is a begging of the question. That 
is the very thing around which a discussion of the subject 
would revolve. Did they or did they not see and experience 
the miracles which they said Jesus Christ performed? We, 
indeed, have a certain experience which is called Nature 
and the order of Nature. But what the result will be when 
the supernatural meets it, we cannot know. Our experience 
here is limited to the results and effects which we observe 
to happen as a result of certain secondary caus.es or what 
is done by our own agency. Beyond that we cannot go. Hence, 
miracles are not a contradiction of our experience, but 
l t t ·t 24 on y s range o i. 
The world sometimes is thought of as if it were like 
one of those great and complex sixteenth century clocks, 
which will do almost everything - almost everything but not 
quite-, and the mechanism must be fixed and adjusted from 
time to time. The Creat.or ma.de a world which generally ran 
according to a certain set of rules. At times, however, 
certain contingencies arose which the Creator apparently 
had not foreseen. He was obliged, therefore, to intervene 
. 25 
in order to accomplish His ends. The result: miracles. 
24 Horace Bushnell, Nature and the Supernatural, pp.337-8. 
25 w. F. Pierce, Christ and Miracle, in the Anglican Theo-
logical Review, Vol. VIII, p. 214. 
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But nature does not exist in and of itself. Nor is it left 
t .o go its own v,ay. It does not exist for its own sake. And 
the purpose of its existence must be ascertained outside the 
sphere of nature itself. Nature is only an instrument; it 
is only a part of a greater and more comprehensive system. 
God, then, may have determined originally that at certain 
points in history the natural, as we know it, should give 
way to the supernatural. If there is an end worthy of the 
intervention of God, then a miracle is not out of harmony 
with the unchangeable character of Divine rule. This lies 
in the unity of purpose. The same goal is pursued, but the 
means of reaching it are different. Now He makes use of the 
na tural, again of the supernatural. There is no disruption 
of the harmony that is in the Divine government. The natural 
and the supernatural together form one consistent whole. 
Hence, a miracle implies no after-thought on the part of God. 
Miracles, not less than natural events, had their appointed 
place . They are, in a sense, a departure from the law of 
nature, but yet they are in perfect harmony with the laws of 
the universe. 
26 The higher law presoribes their performance. 
Another form of unbelief which has been brought forward 
in an effort to invalidate the miracles of our Savior is the 
26 Fisher, Op. cit._, pp. 491-3. 
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so-called Mythical Theory. The leadiLg advocate of that 
theory is David Strauss. He avails hi~self of all the ob-
jections f r om Celsus to Paulus, \Vhich unbelief has found 
possibl e to suggest. Although Strauss purports to construct 
a life of Christ., it is quite evident that the great question 
before his mind i a the question of the truth or falsehood 
of t he narratives in the New .Testament which record the 
miracles. He begins with the premise that a miracle is 
never to be believed, and the narrative in which it is found 
is unhistorical. This, however, is a begging of the question, 
because that is t he one thing that he has to prove. His 
entire work, therefore, is a petitio principii. 
What is a myth1 It is, in form, a narrative and the 
idea. from \'lhich it springs is not reflectively distinguished 
from the narrative, but rather is blended with it. Moreover, 
there is consciousness on the part of those from whom the 
myth emanates that this product of their imagination is 
fictitious. With this background, we can briefly state the 
A1ythica.l Theory of Strauss. 
At the t ime when Jesus was growing to manhood there was 
a universal expectation of the coming of the Messiah. With 
an intense study of the Old Testament to direct them, the 
people had a fairly well-defined conception of what this 
Promised King was going to be like. He would perform such 
28. 
miracles as opening the eyes of the blind, healing the siok, 
and raising the dead. He would be greater than Moses and 
Elijah and all the other anoient prophets. When Christ then 
began His public ministry, He attached to Himself certain 
disciples who shared with Him the new belief that He was the 
Messiah. He taught with power and authority in Palestine. 
His fa.me spread quickly. After about three years, however, 
He was seized by Pontius Pilate and put to death. His dis-
ciples, meanwhile, sad and disappointed because He had not 
established an earthly realm, imagined that He had risen 
from the dead. Hence, the cause of Jesus Christ was not 
weakened, but gradually gained strength. Out of love for 
their slain and, as they believed, risen Lord, there sprang 
the mythical tales which we find in the Gospels. Believing 
that He was the promised Messiah, they attributed to Him 
the works which that Promised Messiah was to perform. 
Having thus stated the main points of the theory of Strauss, 
let us see why the mythical hypothesis is untenable. 
The belief of the Apostles and of Jesus Himself, that 
He was the Messiah, could not be accounted for on the theory 
of Strauss, in fact, could not have existed, if the assump-
tions set forth were true. Strauss employs a sort of syllo-
gism. There was a fixed idea that the Messiah would work 
miracles; the disciples believed that Jesus was the promised 
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Messiah; hence, the necessity of attributing miracles to Him. 
These, we are told, were the condi tiona which obtained at 
that time and which gave rise to the myths. But if the ex-
pectati~n existed that the Messiah would perform miracles, 
how could the disciples believe on Him in the absence of 
such miracles? How could their faith stand the shock of 
not seeing their dreams concerning His kingdom realized? 
It must be evident to every candid reader that Strauss is 
faced with a dilemma. Either the peTvious ideal of the 
Messiah was not so firmly fixed in the minds of the disciples, 
in which case the motive for the creation of these myths is 
lacking; or, being firmly engraved in their minds, their 
faith in Jesus through Hie life-time proves that miracles 
were actually performed. 
Strauss says that the source of this Christian mythology 
was the enthusiasm of the infant church. But when he is 
called upon to explain, he admits that neither the disciples 
nor the communities which were under their immediate leader-
ship could have been the authors. Whence, then, did these 
myths come? Who were their authors? To these basic questions 
Strauss gives only the briefest answer. He affirms that they 
originated with the dwellers in seeluded places in Galilee, 
among whom Christ lived for a s.hort time, and with those who 
had occasionally accompanied Christ. There was, then, a com-
I 
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munity of Jewish-Christian disciples, separated fxom the 
apostles and the Christian flooks .over which they presided. 
From them in thirty or forty years th!s extensive and co-
herent oyole of myths developed. But it must strike the 
reader as a singu~ar fact that there is no evidence whatever 
for the existence of such a comlliunity in the midst of Pales-
tine. No one see.l!ls to know a.bout it, except per·hapa Strauss. 
How, then, could all that have been done without the know-
ledge of the apostles or other well-informed contemporaries? 
Thls i.vhole body of myths could not have been kept secret for 
a. whole generation while the apostles traveled up and down 
Palestine. 27 
We readily admit that an incrustation of miracles may 
easily accumulate around the memory of a certain saintly 
person. Yet the miracles of our Savior appear to be miracles 
with a distinct difference. In ruany of the ordinary chronicles 
of hagiology, the miraoulous is presented in such a way as 
to glorify the hero or heroine. In neon-light fashion they 
verit~bly flash uith the greatness of the hero. This is not 
the case in the accounts of the miracles of Christ. On the 
contrary, they are presented with no attempt at dramatization. 
Very often, in fact, they are given in just the barest outline. 
The fact that the sacred historians did not make a full pro-
duction nU!llber (Jut of Christ's miracles is not oonolusive of 
27 Fisher, Op. cit., 339-359. 
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anything# yet it is interesting to note this in passing, for 
it does have cumulative value. 28 
Finally, are the Evangelists trustworthy? Did they 
follow "cunningly-devised fables"? We answer with an empha-
tio NO. Take the case of Thomas, for example. There was a 
man wbo would accept no evidence except that which ?e himself 
had experienced, regardless of the testimony of his friends 
and companions. In the light of the greatest of all miracles. 
the Resurrection, he had to declare: "My Lord and my God1" 
Surely, a man like him would not blindly accept the miracles 
of Christ if they had not aotually been performed. Again, 
if they had been a company of deceivers it might have been 
expected that at least one of them should turn against the-
re st· and expose the fraud for his own personal safety's sake, 
Yet that was never done, even t~ough they were martyred for 
their belief. 
If this were only a deception, what possible motive could 
they have had for promulgating it? After Pentecost they had 
a clear conception of the nature of the Kingdom of Christ. 
Their ideas of earthly glory and power had been abandoned. 
They could only expect persecution, reproaoh, and . a violent 
death. But, nevertheless, they will continue in ~heir purpose 
to bear witness to Christ. Surely, this is strange, if the 
testimony borne to them was false. 29 
28 ·E. W. Adams, Is Belief in Miracles Reasonable?# 
Quarterly Review, Vol.CXL. p.80. 
29 Taylor, QJ2_. ...... ____ o ___ it_., pp.19-20. 
The Church 
Such is the outline of tha testimony in behalf of the 
miracles of our 83.vior. Dr. Hill., in his Lectures 1n Divinity, 
give s this summary: 
The hiotory of mankind has not preserved a testimony 
so complete and satisfactory as that which I have now 
sta ted. If, in conformity to the exhibitions ~hicb 
t hese writings give of their character., you suppose 
their te s timony to be true, then you can give the moat 
na~ural account of every part of their conduct, of 
their conversion, their steadfastness, their heroism. 
But if, notwithstanding every appearance of truth, you 
suppose their testimony to be false, inexplicable cir-
cumstances of glaring absurdity crowd upon you. You 
must suppose that t welve men of mean birth, of no 
education, living in that humble station which placed 
ambitious views out of their reach and f a r from t heir 
thoughts, without any aid from the state, formed the 
noblest ache~e which ever entered into the mind of man, 
adopted the most daring means of executing that aoheme, 
and conducted it with auch addres·s as to conceal the 
imposture under the semblance of simplicity and virtue. 
You must suppose that men guilty of bla.sphemy and f alse-
hood., united in an attempt the beat contrived, and 
which in f act proved the moat suoceesful, for waking 
t he world virtuous; tha.t they formed this singular 
enterprise without seeking any advantage to themselves, 
with an a.vowed con tempt of loss and. profit, and with 
the certain expectation of scorn and persecution; that 
al though conscious of one another• s villainy, none of 
them ever thought of providing for his o,vn security 
by disclosing the fraud, but that. amidst sufferings 
the 1aoat grievous to flesh and blood they persevered 
in their conspiracy to cheat the world into piety, 
honesty and benevolence. Truly they who can swallow 30 such suppositions have no ti tJ.e to object to miracles. 
30 Quoted by Taylor, Op. cit., pp.21-22. 
Chapter Two. 33. 
The General Purpose of our Savior's Miracles. 
The reason or purpose behind any given act often deter-
mines its value and usefulness. In preparing oases for court, 
the state's attorney, for example, is always vitally interested 
in the question of probable motives for the crime. And so 
the question: What part did the miracle play in our Savior's 
ministry to save the world? Why is Revelation attended with 
miracles? What particular end is served by the manifestation 
of supernatural power in connection with Christianity? is 
deserving of a full examination. 
It has been said that Carnegie, the great financier and 
philanthropist, donated large sums of money to certain organi-
zations with the stipulation that his name be perpetuated 
thereby. Hence, the motive for the donations is really 
selfish and vain. The charge that Christ worked His miracles 
for a similar reason is sometimes heard. He had great power 
and delighted in showing it to the people because of the 
plaudits He received thereby. But if that were true, the 
miracles of our Lord would lose most, if not all, of their 
value to Christianity as a whole and to us as individuals. 
An examination of the miracles, however, shows that that 
charge 1s entirely untrue. The opposite is correct. In His 
miracles, we discover nothing ostentatious,. no striving for 
a worldly repute and fame. On the contrary, many are the 
times that He maintains silence. Certainly, if He had wanted 
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glamor and prestige, He never would have given such a command. 
On one occasion, at least, had He been willing, He could have 
been made a King. But He fled from the eager multitude. Such 
is not the action· of one thirsty for renown. 31 
Neither, on the other hand, is the charge of Renan true. 
In his famous~~ Jesu, he observes:flMa.ny circumstances 
appear to indicate that Jesus became a thaumaturge tardily 
and unwillingly. Often He performed miracles only after 
prayer, with a sort of bad humour, and reproaching those who 
I 
demanded them of Him with carnality of spirit •••• One would 
say, at times, that the role of thaumaturge is disagreeable 
32 
to Him". But if the doing of miracles were disagreeable 
to Him, He simply could have chosen to stop working them. 
Or, He need never have re.vealed to the people His marvelous 
power. This argument is not conclusive but it has cumulative 
value when we take into consideration the attitude of our 
Lord in His working of miracies. When the widow of Hain and 
her friends passed by on their way to bury her son ~ho had 
an untimely death, Christ need never have raised him. There 
was no request that He perform a miracle. Yet, He did. In 
healing the man at the pool of Bethesda, whioh He knew would 
bring on Him the censure of His enemies, He showed a definite 
willi.ngness to perform the miracle. Nothing in the aooount 
31 Charles P. M'Ilvaine, The Evidences of Christianity, p.222. 
32·A.B.Bruoe, The Miraoulous Element in the Gospels, p.247. 
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indicates a different attitude. Furthermore, His performing 
miracles only after prayer, does not show tardiness but rather 
His close communion with His Father. Then, when He reproached 
those who dexanded signs from Him, it was because they were 
not interested in Him and His Kingdom but simply in having 
their idle curiosities satisfied. 
Up to the time that Christ began His public ministry, 
He was known only in Nazareth, and there as the carpenter's 
son. To His acquaintances He was no different from any one 
else; perhaps they noted His great honesty and perfectness 
of life, bu·t they were not aware that He was someone greater. 
lforeover., when He begE" .. n His ministry., it was necessary that 
there be something which would call attention to Himself,. 
something which would set Him off as an extra.ordinary Person. 
And that something was miracles. They did, indeed, draw 
attention to Himself and bring listeners to the words of Him 
of Whom it was sa.id:"Never man spake like this ma.nn(Jn.7,46). 
There are many passages in Holy Scripture which tell of His 
fame spreading far a.nd wide because of these works. And 
that fame was not limited to the ho1 polloi but penetrated 
even into Herod's court. When Jesus wa.s on trial, Herod 
himself wanted to see Jesus perform some of those wonders 
33 
of which he had heard so muoh~ 
33 See: Mt.4,24; Mk.l,45; Lk.4,14.37; 9,31; Mt.14,1. 
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Toward t he end of His ministry the number of people, who 
were interested only in His miraoles, grew. In John 12, we 
rea.d how "much people of the Jer.a" oame to Bethany "not fo:r 
Jesus• sake only, but that they might see Lazarus whom He 
had rat sed fr.om the dead". But Christ aimed to have His 
mi racles hidden behind Him, and not Himself hidden behind 
His miracles. He "despaired" of that f a.ct and rebuked those 
who did not see beyond the mere wonders which He performed. 
Thus, one of the purposes which the working of miracle.a 
fulfilled wa s to caJ.l attention to Himself. 
Moreover, by performing miracles, Jesus showed Himself 
to the people as a very extraordinary Person. By virtue of 
His doing the miraculous, they knew that He was different 
from themselves, that God must dwell in Him; that He was a 
great Prophet risen up among the people. Nicodemus, a ruler 
of the Jews and a member of the Sanhedrin, showed this when 
he came to Jesus by night and said: •Rabbi, we know that Thou 
art a teacher come from God: for no man can do these miracles 
that Thou doest, except God be with him*(Jn.3,2). Although 
he did not knew tha·t Jesus was in truth the very Goo. incarnate, 
he did perceive that God must be with Him in a very speoial 
way because of the miracles which He performed. The Exclama-
tion of the disciples shows the same effect of mira.ol.es 
upon their minds. "What manner ot man is this?"(Mt.8,27), 
they cried. The question does not impl y doubt as to His 
pel'son1 l)ut ra tbe:r. astonishment a.t ner, proof of His power 
and an att empt to f~,thom the depths of His character and 
being. Other examples might be given to sho~ th~t His 
miracles set Christ off as an extraordinary person. 
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This naturally leads us to a discussion of the main 
purpose of His miracles. What did they prove of Him? What 
is theix relation to His Being a nd Essence? First of all• 
the miracles prove the Deity of Christ. Some people1 however., 
deny this. Their argument runs aa follows. The miracles 
of Christ do not differ in kind from those wrought by the 
pruphets of the Old Testament. The prophets also healed 
the sick and r a ised the dead. There is nothing in the 
quality of the works of Christ. whioh authenticates the 
interpretation that they were proofs of His Deity. If we 
look at the teaching of the New Test~ment, they argue, we 
discover that neither Christ nor His apostles attached this 
significance to His miraculous works. On the oontra.ry1 they 
are said. to have been worked by the Father, or by the Father 
t hrough Him.. They are sa id to have been effected by a power 
whi ch ., though it is permanently inherent in Him, wa s yet given 
Hirn of God. On some occe.sions they are preceded b y the offer-
lng of prayer to the Father. They are deolc:1.red to be rave la-
t j,ons of the power and majesty of the Father. And in keeping 
t't i th thee~ representations is the f a.ct t hat Je su·s per formed 
no miracles prior to His Baptism and His official entra.noe 
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on His _public r;1iniat:t'!'· The deity cf Jesus is a. truth which 
rests on His own testimony and that of the apostles, and not 
upon the fact that He wrought miracles which exceeded human 
power and ability. 34 
Bu~ the preponderance of evidence makes this position 
untenable. First of all, He had created the world. He up-_ 
holds a l l th.ings by Hia mighty wor'd, as we are told in the 
Epist:L ,3 to t he Het,rewa. It ia not stra.nge, then, or d.1ff1-
cul t to believe tba·I; He hacl. power of Himself to heal the 
s1ck c1.ncl r a ise ·tl1e clea.d. Beaides, there are many Iilira.cles 
i n the pe1·i' or1aanoe of wh:loh rra did not call upon God or 
at tr i bute ·(;he powe1~ to work the1.a to His Father., miracles 
wh l ch He !Jerformea by and in Ris own p01.1er. Thus Jesus 
aaid:t•I sny unto you, a.rise"(Lk.'l,14); "I will., be thou 
clean 11 (Mt.8,3); nGo, thy son liveth"(Jn.4,50). Vlhat is the 
1ut=ic>.ning of that majestic:"! say unto you 11? It. la language 
indioative of His deity. He claims to do these things by His 
oim power. And unless Jesus Christ wielde~ divine authority 
in a manner in which no rnere human representative and messen-
ger of God has ever wielded it, for Him to stand and declare 
11I .say unto you n, v,as pure and simple, outspoken blasphemy. 
And yet that. word -had power. He assumed to a.ct by Hi.a own 
power, a.nd the event s·howed. tha,t He did not assume too muoh. 35 
34 Fisher, Op. oit., p.497. 
35 E. Eckhardt, Homiletisches Reallexikon nebst Index 
Rerum, Vol.V-Z., p.406 • . 
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To illustrate this further. When Christ said to the 
paralytic: "Son, be of good cheer, thy sins be forgiven thee•, 
His enemies understoQd His claim aright. Shocked, they mur-
mured:"Who can forgive sins but God only?• They knew by His 
statement that He was doing that in His own name and power 
and hence, taking on a prerogative of God. Now observe the 
proof of His deity by the performance of the miracle. Jesus 
admits that only God can forgive sins, and the argument 
which He adduces from the healing of the paralytic may be 
amplified thus: ttit is true that none can forgive sins but 
God; but it is also true that none can heal this disease of 
the palsy by a word, but God; if, therefore, I do that latter 
work here before your eyes, you have a proof that I am entitled 
to do that other work - the forgiving of sins - which belongs 
to a department beyond the range of your observation or in-
vestigation. The two works, each in its own province, are 
such as only God can perform, therefore by my performance 
of the one I give you confirmation of my authority to do 
36 the other•. 
It is true that there are many statements in the Sacred 
Record which declare that Christ performed a certain miracle 
because the Father worked it through Him. It is true that 
36 Taylor, Op. cit., pp.25.26. 
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Christ performed some of His-miracles only after prayer. •The 
primary oause of all the New Testament miracles is the divine 
volition,- dunam1s theou or kYriou (Lk.5,17) ••• Jesus a.scribes 
His own miraculous works to the same source: they are wrought 
in the name of the Father (Jn.10,25), and originate ~!m! 
patrosi they are, in brief, ~ erga tou pa.tros,- divine acts 
of free will. Yet this divine power to work miracles is 
represented al·so as having its seat in the personality of 
J esus: it is conditioned, however, on His spiritual communion 
and union with the Father (see Mk.9,29; Mt.14,19; and com-
37 
pare Lk.17,5)". But a miracle cannot be considered apart 
from Him who works it. In the person of Christ dwelt both 
the human and the divine natures. While He was on earth in 
Hie state of hUU1iliation, He did not always make full and 
oomplete use of His divine attributes which were oommunioated 
to His human nature. When Christ prayed, then, or deola.red 
that the Father was wokking the miracle through Him, it was 
according to His human nature (Jn.5.36; Jn.ll,41-42). But 
when He performed His miracles in His own name and power. 
38 
it was according to His divine nature. 
It is intere·sting and instructive to note bow Jesus 
passes by the word "equal•, . when the Jews obarged Him with 
setting Himself up as a rival God, •making Himself equal 
37 George T. Ladd, The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture,Vol.I •• p.304. 
38 Reallexikon,Vol.V-Z, p.406. 
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with God". He does this in order that He may dwel~ upon His 
perfect filial unity with His Father. Ho entirely disavows 
equality in the sense that the Jews mea,nt it.. It was impos-
sible to think of a more complete subordination than that of 
the Son of God to t .he Father. St. Paul, therefore.> says of 
Him that He did n9t deem equality with God a thing to be 
"grasped at" • . Consider once more those wonderful sayings 
of Jesus: "Verily, verilY.t I say unto you, The Son can do 
nothing of Himself, but what He seeth the Father do•. What 
language could more plainly repudiate any independent 
equality of the Son with the Father according to His human 
nature? But then our Lord adds:"What things soever He 
doeth, these also doeth the Son likewise." Such a relation 
might not unnaturally be expressed by the term equality. But.t 
while on earth, He seemed to stress filial unity.t eternal 
sonship as the key to what He \fas a.nd is at the side of the 
Father. He did not hesitate to name as the Father's purpose 
that "all men should honor the Son, even as they honor the 
39 Father"· 
From this, then, we can oonolude tha.t the mira.oles are 
a proof of Christ.• a · deity. If any person does something of 
His own powe~ which lies exclusively in the sphere of the 
prerogativeij of God,. that person must be God. If Christ·,. 
therefore worked miracles in His own name and power, He must 
be God. 
39 Jame$ Hastings, The Great Texts of the Bible, Vol.XII •• p.406. 
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The title "0hr ist" is the Greek word which means ".Anointed•. 
The Hebrew form of the word is "Meaa·.iah ", which also me3lls 
"Anointed". That was th~ name applied by the Jews to the 
great King, Priest, and Prophet. for whose coming they had 
waited for centuries. Jesus Christ, then, really means that 
He was the Messiah spoken of in the· Old Testament. Wa.s Jesus 
really that Christ? That was the question in the mind of the 
woman of Samaria, when she called her towns-people together 
and described the man ,,ho "told her all things tha.t ever I 
did: is not this the Christ?• Again, when Jesus was on trial 
for His life before the oouncil o~ the Jews, and the false 
witnesses could not oonvic~ a1m· by their testimony, the high 
priest put Jesus under oath and said:"! adjure Thee by the 
living God that Thou tell us whether theu art the Chris.t, 
the Son of God". And Jesus answered: "I am. n The first dis-
ciples followed Jesus beoauae they believed that He was the 
Christ., the Messiah. The Jews put Him to death bee.a.use He 
40 claimed that He was. 
One of the basic conoep~ions of the Messiah was that He 
would perform miracles: Ha would heal the sick and raise. the 
dead. There are many other signs which were the ~arks of the 
Messiah, but an examination of them would take us too far 
afield. The prophet Isaiah names some of the miracles the 
Messiah should effect·, nhen he wri tea: •Then the- eyes of the 
40 Cl.Macartney, Twelve Great Questions About Christ, pp.43-49. 
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blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be un-
stoppeu. Then shall the lame man leap aa an hart, and the 
tongue of the d:u.u,b shall sing" (Is.35,5-6). 
When John the Baptist was in prison, he heard of the works 
of Christ. Doubt, however, welled up in h1a mind. He sent 
t wo of his disciples to ask:"Art Thou he that should come, 
or do v: e look for another?" (Mt.11,3). In short, was Christ 
the Messi~h? Inetead of sending His forerunner a long dis-
serta tion, proving that He was the Anointed of God, He told 
the di so i pl es to "go and shew John again those things which 
ye do hea r and see: The blind receive their sight, and the 
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the 
dead are raised up, and the poor have the Gospel preached 
unto them" (Mt.11,5). By appealing to His works which were 
the s ame as the predicted marks of the Messiah, Jesus satis-
41 
fied John's doubts as to His Messiahship. The fact of the 
matter i s that~ if Christ had not performed these miracles, 
He would. not have been the Messiah. But He· did, and He is. 
The Old Testament gives the Messiah certain names which 
describe His Being and Essence. Some of these are: "Wonderful. 
~ounselor, the mighty God", or •Immanuel'• God with us. These 
names certainly announce that the Promised One was indeed the 
true God. Since Christ is that Promised Messiah, He is true 
God. The miracles are, in a way, an indirect proof of that 
f act. 
41 7 of. Ps.107,29 and Mt.18,2. 
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Yet t here is the claim t-ha t the miracles of the Old 
T0 atament prophets a.re no different fl'Cfli th1:,se ~hich Christ, 
performed.. Ce:r.t ainly t:he mtracl oa of these uronheta or those . - . 
which 1:1ere performed later by the Apostles do ru>t prove that 
they a re God. Whe:re in i s the difference., then, between t .he 
t wo sets of miracles? The works· whioh were performed by these 
valiant sa.in1as were not wrought in their own name or po\ver. 
God was working with a;nd in them. Christ., holr'ever., performed 
His miracles, as stated before, in. His own name and po\ver. 
The miracles of the disciples., particularly since they were 
perfor med in Chriat•s name, were nothing e l 6e than proofs 
of the deity of our Savior.,. Jesus Christ. 
42 
Those who do not believe ~hat the miracles of Christ 
were performed to prove His deity are faced with much inoon-
trovert.ible evidence. At the top of t _he 11st. stands one 
passage of Scripture whioh definitely sta.t·es this fa.o.t. That 
pas sage is John 20.,30-31: "And many other signs truly did 
Jesus in the presencE;J of His disoiples . , which are not written 
in this book: But these a.re writ.ten., that ye might believ.e 
that Jesus is the Christ-, the Son of God; and tha t believing 
ye raj_ght have life through His name"· Let us examine this 
r.o.ore closely. 
42 E. Eckhardt~ Reallexikon,. Vol. v~z., P• 4.07 • 
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These verses set forth the purpose wh1oh the author had 
in mind ,.1hen writing this book. It is evident that St. John 
prepared tha book on the principle of aeleotion. Many others 
are not 11ritten, but "theoe are· written". These selections 
were not made in a hap-hazard or slip-shod way, but they are 
intendad to verify and set forth some truth or doctrine. 
These proofs are those which were given in the presence of 
the disciples. They are dependent, then, in a ·special way, 
upon the personal testimony of these same witnesses. The 
doctrine or fact to be proved is that Jesus is the Christ, 
the Son of God. And the ultimate purpose is that the readers 
43 might believe what the author evidently believes. -
The method employed by the Apostle of Love to convince 
men t hat Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, is very simple. 
He does not expect men to take him at his word. Accordingly, 
he reproduces those salient features in the life of Christ 
which ohiefly and plainly point to His Messiahship and Deity. 
He believed that what convinced him would do the sams for 
others. One by one he cites his witnesses, never conoaaling 
adverse testimony, but reported the unbelief of some, yet at 
the same time showing ho,v faith gre\V until it expressed it-
self in the glorious confession of Thomas: "My Lord and my 
God!" Hence, the Evangelist relates those incidents about 
43 Godet, Commentary on the Gospel of St. John, Vol.2.,pp.536-7. 
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Jesus which were essential for the world to know. These 
culminate in the raising of Lazarus in the first part of the 
Gospel, and continue on to the revelation of Himself as the 
permanent Source of life and joy for His disciples and the 
4,1. 
Victor over Death. · 
The ::ords of the text also a.dd much. We are told that 
ttthese are writtenfl. How much is included 1n the "these"? 
"These" ref0rs to the selection 'llhich John made from all the 
deeds of Jesus. T~e object has determined the selection of 
the miracles: "That ye might believe tha t Jesus is the Christ, 
t he Son of God "· In other ;yorda, the miracles of Jesua, in 
wh i ch we ,-n e primarily interested., hava as their purpose to 
prove to any open mind the llessiahsbip and Deity of Christ. 
That is the clear teaching of this passage. Nothing more 
can be said. 
But what testimony do miracles themselves give to the 
tea ching of Hirn by whom they were performed.? On the first 
great day of Pentecost, Peter declared that God approved. 
Jesus of Na~areth by "miracles, signs, and wonders'. The 
author of t he Epistle to the Hebrews declares tha t the 
rmndrotis redemption in Chr 1st was made sure unto them tha t 
heard Him, and nGod also bearing them witness., both with 
s i gns and ~onders, and ~1th divers miracles, and gifta of 
44 w. R. Nicoll, The Expositor's Greek Testament, Vol.l •• p.679. 
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the Holy Ghost". Now from these and similar passages, it 
becomes evident that the miracles of Christ were proofs of 
His mission from God and thereby gi've greater authority and 
credit to His teaching. 45 They were the attestations by 
God of the commission of Him who represented Himself as 
bringing a Message from God to men. They are the credentials 
of the legate of the Most High, proving that He by whom they 
were wrought was clothed with an authority to speak in His 
name. Their testimony, however, was not directly to the 
doctrine of the Messenger, but simply to the Messenger Him-
self. But, through Him, they put the stamp of approval of 
God on His message that it was the truth. On this point, 
Taylor write a: / 
It has been often said, indeed, that power oa.nnot 1n 
the nature of things confirm truth. But whether it can 
or cannot depends entirely upon whose power it is. Now, 
in this instance, as we have seen, it is the power of 
God, and the moral perfection of Deity vouches for the 
truth of the doctrines which He taught, altogether in-
dependently of the miracles, just as a man is innocent 
or guilty, altogether independently of his being proved 
to be either the one or the other. The effect of evi-
dence is not to make him innocent or guilty, but to make 
plain which of the t wo he is. And in like manner the 
miracles do not make the claims of Jesus or His doctrines 
true, but they are the attestation of God~hat His claims 
are well founded and His teaching divine. 
Is this end unimportant? Definitely not! If the 
Christian religion is important, then it is necessary and 
45 S. Chandler, A Vindication of the Christian Religion, p.46. 
46 Tayler, Op. cit., pp.23-24. 
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essential that its authentication be firmly established. 
Whether the doctrine 1s of God. or of man; whether the Gospel 
is just another atte.mpt of man to find peace and happiness 
before he dies, one more effort of erring reason to find an 
answer to the questions of 11fe1 is of prime importance. 
Every sane and logical mind wants to know if a thing is 
reliable; if it will not fail him ~hen he needs it most. 
The authority and certainty of the Christian do.ctrines are 
of inestimable value: and these are guaranteed by the 
miracles of our Savior. 47 
Meanwhile, the doctrines and the miracles remain two 
mutually supporting species of evidence. The more the mind 
is struck with the divine excellence of the doctrine, the 
more likely does it seem that this dOQtrine should be atten-
ded with miracles. If the doctrine is noble and worthy and 
sufficient, we naturally look for miracles, and only require 
that they "shall be recommended to belief by faithful testi-
mony •.•• The excellence of the doctrine sustains the testimony 
to the miracles; the proof of the miracles establishes the 
d
. ~ 
ivinity of the doctrinen. 
In passing, we note the reply of our Redeemer to the 
charge of His enemies that His miracles were wrought by the 
power of Satan. He does not deny that works which surpass 
47 Fisher, Op. oit. 1 pp.499-500. 
48 Fisher, Op. cit., p.505. 
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the power of men may be effeoted with the aid of devils; but 
He answer the charge with a moral consideration. The kingdom 
of evil would not work against i~self and would not use power 
to destroy itself. So ~uoh is clear, then, that a doctrine 
must be "negatively unobjectionable on the score of morality 
or of moral tendency, in order to challenge our faith, what-
49 ever wonderful works may attend the annunciation". 
Furthermore, it is necessary for us to consider the 
relation of the miracle to personal faith in Christ. The 
function of the miracle was not to create faith in Christ. 
If this were the case we would be entitled to expect that 
where the most miracles had been wrought, most faith would 
have been produced. But actually it ivas the reverse - the 
50 
most miracles, the least faith. The Evangelist reports 
that Jesus "then began to upbraid the cities wherein most of 
His !Lighty works were done, because t -hey repented not "(Mt.11, 20). 
As far as the creation of faith is concerned~ miracles are 
an inferior aid as compared with the teaching, the word of 
Christ. These wonders oould not create faith outright. They 
could not kindle spiritua~ life. Faith at the time of Christ, 
as in ours, came "by hearing, and hearing by the Word of 
God"(Rom.10,17). But, even in this relation, they are not 
without value. Ai:a·nt from miracles, there was sufficient 
49 Fisher, Oo. cit., p.505. 
50 Maitland, Op. cit., p.76. 
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p1·oof of His mi13sion and Person which would have a&tisf ied 
evei·y open min<.l. But if this proof did leave the mind still 
skeptical, Christ pointed to His miracles, as He said: "Be-
1 ieve me that I am in the Father, and the Father in me; or 
else believe me fox the vary vorks' sake"(Jn.14,ll). Miracles 
might confi:Clm a weak faith or serve as an aid to it. When 
t l1e1·e was a definite hostility, however, or entire inaensi-
bil i t y to the Gospel, or the absence of any desire for the 
saving truth, our Lord refused to perform miracles. Miracles, 
for such mind s, would not have any convincing efficacy. In 
short, miracles become an extraordinary prop which oorrobo-
~ates the doctrine of Christ and at the same time will con-
firm and strengthen, but never produce, even an inchoate 
51 
faith. 
Yet, the New Testament regards the office of the miracle 
as unfulfilled unless it exerts an influence Nithin the spiri-
tual realm. 52 Faith in miracles is of little value unless it 
becomes fa i th in Christ. 53 It is for that reason that miracles 
call upbn those that witness them to repent and give glory 
to God. 54 The declaration of real faith, rather than the 
miracle regarded as a means to elicit the declaration, is the 
51 Fisher, Op. cit., pp.512-3. 
52 See esp. Mt.12, 22-37. 
53 Jn.9,24-25; 3~~4 
54 Mk.5,19-20; 6,12; Lk.10,13. 
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factor that displays the true dokaa theou. 55 When Peter 
made his great confession: "Thou art the Christ, the Son of 
the living Ood"(Mt.16,17), he oould not make it because of 
the evidential va.lue. of miracles,. though they confirmed that 
belief, but, as Christ tells us, to the Fatherts spiritual 
action on hip heart. 
Miracles also form a constitutive part of revelation. 
They reveal not only the power, but also the oharacter and 
will of God. Thus, they properly may be called "aoted par-
ables"· 56 It is correct, then, to regard the.m as "the 
forthflowing of that love which, according to prophetic 
oracles, was the chief Messianic charism. This view may not 
be applicable to all the Gospel miracles without exception, 
but it holds true of the healing miracles, which form by far 
the larger portion of the whole. Of these we may say that 
they had the same origin as the preaching of the Gospel to 
57 
the poor - the deep well of love in Christ's heart"· These 
miracles of healing, for example, symbolized His ability to 
cure the soul of its ills. The feeding of the multitude 
graphi~ally demonstrated that with Him nothing is impossible, 
even though the means at Hie disposal is apparently insigni-
ficant. His resurrection from the dead is the standing 
symbol, in the Pauline epistles, for the spiritual awakening 
from the death of sin. 
55 Ladd, Op. cit., p.306. 
56 M.L.Young, The Evidential Value of Miracles. p.439. 
57 Bruce, Op. cit., p,258. 
Such., then, are the purpooes of our Savior's miracles. 
That they ful:f illed their purpose is plainly evident from the 
. fact that in Christendom today, many years after they were 
·.vrought., believing hearts still look to them. They have 
not lost their po,ver or meaning. Many find a confirmation 
of their faith :ln- Christ in them. Many are peraua.ded that 
Jesus Christ., in truth., is the Son of God because He performed 
tt1em. Many find comfort end consolation because., as He 
healed the sick in His day., oo He will in ours., comforted 
because they know that God loves His people. Many scoffers 
and skepties are silenced because the wonders of our Lord 
give undying proof that His Word is truth. Yes, the miracles 
of Christ served their purpose well. 
53. 
Chapter Three. 
The Miracles of Healing. 
It ia a s tanding joke among dootora that one or the best 
panaceas i s the ordinary sugar pill. 1iany arc.: the people who 
strea,n1 ir1to the ix· physician• s off ice and cowplain o:f serious 
illnesses. Ths ductor, realizing that actually there 1s 
nothing ,,rong ,-1ith thew, gives the patients some ''Potent med1-
o ine 11, which, they a.re oautioned, should be taken oill.y as 
directed. 'l'he patients do so and come back to sing the 
praises of the doctor who is so wonderful. Yes, the sugar 
pill can cure. 
The charge that our Savior wrought His miracles of heal-
ing in much the same ~ay is often advanced. Men are willing 
to admit that many of them happened, but are inclined to deny 
the m1r~culous element in them. The symptoms of many dis-
eases can be aped ty hysteria, and hysteria can be driven 
a~ay by suggestion. In a recent lecture on paychoson:atics~ 
Dr. Slaughter explained that lil9.ny ills beset a person not so 
much becauee of a bodily disoJder~ but from an unfavorable 
condition of the mind. The power of the mind over the bo~y 
is recognized today, and many a practitioner is healing dis-
eases without the aid of dl~uga. Such was the power, so 
Christ's enemies claim, that Jesus brought to bear upon the 
bodies as v1ell as the souls of men, that 1 t gave heal th and 
life to those who were diseased. Hence, the miracles of heal-
ing which our Lord performed are said to be no different from 
54. 
those which doctors effect today. The name which modern science 
has applied to such cures is psychotherapy. 
It is true, on the one ·hand, that the words used by the 
sacred wxiters to describe the miracles of healing do not of 
themselves assert the miraculous nature of the cure. 58 Nor 
need they. The miracle does not lie in the fact alone that 
they were cured, but rather in the manner that the cure was 
effected. Perhaps many of those illnesses which our Savior 
cured could have been removed by a doctor today over a period 
of time. But then we should not be dealing with miracles. 
The fact that the oure was effected at the word of Jesus and 
at that given moment - therein lies the miraculous. 
In this and the subsequent chapters, we shall examine 
some of the miracles of our Lord as to their nature and imme-
diate purpose. In our examination we shall follow the method 
used by Archbishop Trenoh. The first miracle under consider-
ation is the healing of the woman with an issue of blood. 
The scene of this event was a street in the city of 
Capernaum. Jairus, a ruler of the synagogue, ha.d come to 
, 
Jesus beseeching His aid for ~is little daughter, lying at 
the point of death. When Jesus started toward the ruler's 
home, the crowd, which was with Him, followed. With the 
crowd there mingled, unnoticed, this woman. She was suffering 
58 Such words are: Therapeuein: sozein; hiastha1. 
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from a distressing malady, which physicians today would pro-
bably term menorrbagia, and it had been chronic for a period 
of twelve years. 
The Levitical law made the status of such a sufferer 
extremely painful. She was unclean and impure, ceremonially. 
She was cut off from all religious associations and was for-
bidden, under penalty, to come into contact with her country-
men. Mark tells us how desperately she sought a cure: she 
"had suff ered many things of many physicians, and bad spent 
all that she had, and was nothing hettered, but rather grew 
worse"(Mk.5~26). It is interesting to note in passing, how 
Luke, the doctor, describes this condition. He says, "she 
was not strong enough to be healed by anyone"(Lk.8,43), which 
implies that it was the patient's inability to rally, not 
t . d t I th t fault.
59 
ne oc ors inability to cure, at was a 
The woman, at this time, was probably mistaken about the 
cures of Jesus. No doubt she had beard of Him and His mira-
culous power over disease. Possibly and probably she thought 
that He healed, not so much by the power of His will, but 
rather by a certain magical influence which was diffused around 
Him. She therefore thought that if she touched His garment 
she could obtain a cure without having to face and be embar-
rassed by the multitude. Yet her oonfidenoe was unbounded. She 
was sure if she could but touch His garment, she would be healed. 
58 Shafto, Op. oit., p.117. 
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And. she was not mistaken. No sooner had she to,J.ohed Him 
than she felt that she was whole. But why did Jesus pause, 
since the woman was already whole? Why did He not allow the 
timid woman to shrink baok into obscurity? Why expose her 
to the curious glances of the people? It must have taken much 
courage on her part to come before all those people and tell 
why she had touched the Lord. Yet Christ could not dismiss 
her until her cleansing was complete, until she knew just how 
that healing had been wrought. She must not go away with her 
body healed and her spir.i t not. He must establish the personal 
relationship. She must know who He was. So He asked the 
question: 11Who touched Me? tt Not, as the disciples thought, 
because He did not know, but simply to draw the woman into 
the open, for He plainly states: "For J; perceive that virtue 
is gone out of Me". The woman, realizing then, tl1at conoeal-
60 
ment was impossible, came forth trembling and declared all. 
Christ's last word to her was one of tenderness and com-
passion. He calls her ffDaughtertt - the only woman whom He 
addressed by that .name. He tells her that it was her faith, 
not her finger nor 1-Jis gar111ent, which had been the medium 
through which the healing power had reached her. He taught 
her the lesson that faith is the hand which will and does re-
ceive all the blessings of God. He confirm-a the blessing with 
the words: "Be whole of thy plague~• And she goes, "having 
SOR. Calkins, How Jesus Dealt with Men. p.105. 
found more than she sought, she felt a loving heart where 
she had only seen a i.aa.gic-working robe"· 61 
57. 
The purpose of Christ in effecting this miracle lay not 
so wuch in just curing her, though this was important, but 
in teaching the woman and the witnesses of the deed the value 
and importance of faith. He showed that faith cannot be 
fa_.i th in something, and be a saving faith, but must be a 
f aith in Himself. By properly guiding her faith to Himself, 
she could "go in peace," in full possession of health, both 
of body and soul. 
No doubt Jesus had Jairus in mind when He healed the 
woman. His faith would need to be strengthened because of 
the ordeal he soon would faoe. Hence, by showing His authori-
ty ov13r another disease, the Lord prepared this ruler's heart 
for the news that his daughter had died, and gave it neede.d 
strength to continue to rely on Christ. 
The third miracle which is reoorded in John's Gospel, 
the healing at the pool of Bethesda, (John 5), finds its 
place there for apparently twq reasons. First of all, it 
marks the beginning of the angry resentment and bitter hatred 
directed against this great Teacher, Who rebuk~d the hypocrisy 
and shallowness of the Pharisaic la.w, as explained by the Jew-
ish rulers. Secondly, it is the .occasion for that great 
61 A. Maclaren, Expositions of Holy Sorinture, St. Luke, p.245. 
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utterance of our Lord a·oout His 3onahip and His divine working 
as t he Father also works, which oocupiea the remainder of the 
chapter and lays the foundation of much which follows in the 
account of John. It is for these reasons, and not just to 
relate another miracle, that John records the miracle at the 
62 pool of Bethesda. 
If these, then, are the reasons for introducing the 
miracle, it is not necessary to d-:.·:ell, except very lightly, 
on some of t he preliminary details v:hioh preceded the actue.l 
cure. It does not matter too much, in the purpose of our 
discussion of this miracle, whether the Feast on ?Thi oh our 
L rd t t J l th P the Purim.63 o , wen up o erusa ew was e assover or * 
nor whether the pool was by the aheepmarket or by the sbeep-
ga te, nor the exact location of the pool in the city of Jeru-
sale~. It may be of importance for us to notice, though, 
that the mention of the angel in the fourth verse is not a 
part of the original narrative. The most important Greek and 
Latin copies together with most of the early Versions omit 
t ha.t fourth verse. In the other MSS. ~hioh retain this verse, 
the obelua which hints suspicion, or the asterisk which marks 
rejection, is attached to it. This probably was a marginal 
note at first, which expressed the popular belief of the Jew-
ish Christians as to the oause of the healing power in the 
62 Maclaren, Op. oit., St. John, p.235. 
63 Such authorities as Taylor and Trench bold the view that 
the Feast was that of the Passover. 
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water. By degrees, then,. it assumed the shape in ,;vhiob 1\ 
64 :now appears. 
Because of the kindness of some forgotten benefactor, 
there were five porches built around the pool. In them lay 
wasted forms, pale., emaciated faces bearing the marks of all 
sorts of pain and agony. The enumeration by four, "aiok, 
blind, halt, withered", is meant to be exhaustive. It re-
quires no gift of imagination to understand how the heart 
of Jesus must ha.ve been wrung by sorrow and deep pathos at 
sight of it all. His eyes roamed over the whole orowd until 
it singled out this one, most hopeless case. To this poor 
man, sick and impotent for thirty-eight years, many of which 
he had spent dragging his beaten frame to the pool's edge 
only to have someone else step in before him, Jssus addressed 
Himself. ttJesus always distinguishes the individual from the 
mass. He detached one man, one \'Toman from the multitude and 
let the full power of His personality fall upon liim~. It was 
Jesus• way of dealing with men - not in the aggregate but in 
65 
the concrete "· 
Upon first reading, the question of Jesus: "Wilt thou be 
made whole?" seems to be superfluous. After all, which of 
the people at the pool did not desire that very thing? Was 
that not the reason for their being there in the first place? 
64 Trench, Op. oit., pp.206-207. 
65 Calkins, Op. cit., p.109. 
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Yet there is a purpose for that question. The man, lying 
there all those years and waiting in vain for a cure, had 
probably lost all hope. Thus, Christ, by that question, 
would re-kindle hope in his heart, and also awaken in him 
the faith that this Jesus, who showed. such kindly interest 
in Rim, also had the power to bring him the healing for 
which he had waited so long. 
The man's ans\t'er: 11Sir, I have no u.a.n, when the water is 
troubled, to put me into the pool"; contains no direct reply, 
but only an explanation of why he had not been cured. In 
those words we find the cruelty of that scene. It was not 
a scene of absolute inhumanity, however;, for there was also 
much that was beautiful about it. There was much love and 
helpfulness shown there. People were there who were inter-
ested in bringing help ana relief to loved ones. Yet this 
man was alone. 'fhereupon, Christ said: ''Take up thy bed and 
walkf II The tak.ing up of the bed was to serve as a witness to 
the con.pleteness of his cure. The man showed his faith in 
the power and word of Jesus by the very act of rising and 
walking. He attempted the act and found that he now had 
the power. And the day was the Sabbath. This is significant, 
for it is responsible for all which follows - the hatred of 
the Jews for Christ and their at·tempt to kill Him. 
Gl. 
·rhe Pharisees who saw t he man walk wi .. ,h his bed, had 
little iriterest in t he miracle, which set forth Oh:rist as the 
g::.-eat Healer. The only circumstance that aroused excitement 
and hate was the faot that he was not obeying their rigid 
l a ws and precepts concerning the Sabbath. Hence, paying no 
attention to the fact that it was the paralysed man who was 
d·oing this, they, in their narrow may, attacked him on the 
ground that he .va.s breaking the Rabbinical restriction. The 
man, however, gave t hem an answer which perhaps went deeper 
than he himself realized. He ea.id in effect: "Certainly, He 
i:7ho gave me the power to arise, bas the right to tell me what 
to do". Yes, it may be said: "The only Person tha t has a right 
t o comUJand you ia the Christ who saves you. He ha.a the e.bso-
lute authority to do a s He iVill with your restorc,d spiritual 
power s , because He has bestowed them s.11 upon you ••• He is 
t he King because He is the Savior. He rules because He has 
r edeemed. He begins with giving, and 1 t is only afte.I' \•,ard 
66 
tha t He COlll[:,a n d.s "· 
Mo s t important, however, by this miracle our Lord sets 
Hi11.s eli' f orth a s t he Son of God. In the subsequent part of 
the chap t e1·, t he ttJe,wn, by which is t11eant His enemies, tried 
unsuccessfully to t r ap Hi m and then to kill Him, because "He 
had done the se things on the sabbath". But Jesus answered all 
66 Maclar en, Op. cit., St. John, p.240. 
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·the i r g ::J,i nsn.yi ng s with tb.e 'l"!Ords: "My Father ':'1orketh hitherto, 
i.l,nd I wor k 11 • Undoubt edly, Obrist had the intention by this 
mirs.cle to sweep a way the maze of man-made restrictions con-
cerning the Sabbath, and thereby to give a clearer revelation 
of what the keeping of the Sabbath inoluded. By doing so, 
He liladc this great claim that His work a.nd God's \fork are 
one - that He is the eternal Son of God. We notice that the 
command to walk came from Jesus' will alone - the fact that 
:i t was efficacious shows the conourrence of His will with 
t he will of God. He ata tes that since both have the same 
will and work, He is no more a breaker of the Sabbath than 
God, and He is God. 67 
It is interesting also to note the connection which 
Christ makes between sin and disease. He tells the man to 
sin no more, "lest a worse thing oome upon thee". What past 
sin this man may have been guilty of, we do not know. But 
the man's conscience could interpret that warning. He fell 
once, a.nd his punishment was sore. If he fall again, it 
will be aJ.l the worse. 
Although we cannot definitely fi.X the time and place of 
the next miracle, the cleansing of the leper (Kt.a), we can 
still place it quite aoourately. Matthew tells us tba.t it 
was ndown from the mountain". Mark adds that it was in •GAlilee~. 
67 .Maclaren, Op. cit., §t, Mark, pp.52-55. 
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And Luke speaks of a "o.ertain oity •. It was. therefore. at 
some_ point in His Galilean ministry. undertaken for the preach-
ing of the Gospel and the healing of the sick. that this mir-
acle was wrought. From Mark's description. we oonolude that 
it was probably the day after the miraoles at Capernaum. The 
persons involved in this drama of meroy and might are Jesus. 
the leper, and the multitude. 
Beoause of the restriotions plaoed on lepers by the Levi-
tical law, this man probably at first accosted Jesus from a 
distance, and then drew near. As Dootor Luke diagnosed the 
case, the man was "full of leprosy" (pleres lepeaa). What is 
noteworthy about the man is the way he ma.de his request for 
healing. It was a declaration of great faith. He sa.id:Plf 
Thou wilt (not canst), Thou oanst make me clean". He had no 
doubt as to the Lord's ability to heal. How he oame to such 
faith, we oannot definitely tell. No doubt he had heard of, 
or even seen from a distance, some of the miracles and thus 
gained an unwavering assurance that the Lord could heal him. 
if He so willed. 
It must ~ave been a pitiable sight, for we are told that 
the Lord was moved with compassion. 
the manner in which the Lord acted. 
And unique, indeed• was 
According to Lev.5.3, it 
would defile one to touch a leper. but that is exactly what 
Christ did. He touched the man. All real sympathy will react 
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in that way. Our Savior is not turned away by the loathsome-
ness of the disease, nor by the destroying pestilence beneath 
it. But there is something more significant in that touch of 
our Lord. It is another example of the variety in the methods 
vthich He employed to carry out the miracle. Sometimes He works 
at a distance; sometimes He requires the proximity of the 
person to be healed; sometimes He works by a single word; some-
times by a word and a touch, or some other means, as the 
saliva that was put on the tongue and in the ears of the deaf, 
and on the eyes of the blin4. So the divine work varies ac-
cording to His pleasure, and always for a special purpose. 
He shows by this, first of all, that He is not bound as with 
a secret magic formula. Furthermore, it is an aid to faith -
condescending to man's weakness, ttHe gives these poor sense-
born natures a ladder by which their faith in His healing 
power might climb, so in the manner of His revelation and 
comniunication of His spiritual gifts, there is provision for 
68 the wants of men". 
Yes, by that touch, Jesus put Himself in sympathy with 
the leper, which was definitely an aid to faith. Dr. Taylor 
reminds us of that very suggestiv~ scene in Uncle Tom's Cabin, 
"when Miss Ophelia was compelled to revise all her theories 
about the training of Topsy, by overhearing the dark little 
68 Maclaren, Op. git., §t. Mark, p.55. 
wooly head saying to some of the other slavea,"La! Miss 
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Pheely would no more touch me than she would a. toad"· 
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By that touch, then, Christ "straightway sent him out•, 
cleansed, eu theqs exebalon autou. ·This phrase is the same as 
the strong Greek word used for casting out the deseorators 
of the temple (Mk.11,15). The writer does not mean to impute 
real anger to Christ, but only a desire that the man should 
lose no time in fulfilling the command to show himself to the 
priest who would testify to the people about the completeness 
70 of the cure. 
Thereupon Christ sternly ~barged the man:nsee thou tell 
no 1nan~" Why was this silence enjoined? One of the purposes 
of the miracles as a. ·whole, as we have seen., was to draw atten-
tion to Himself. Various reasons are suggested., of which we 
shall mention two. From Mk.1.,44., it is suggested that he 
should tell no man until he bas the ~pproval of the priest. 
Possibly the reason for this limitation is that the enemies 
of our Savior might try to deny that a miracle had been 
performed. They might say that it was an act of collusion 
and deceit. But if the priest verified it, it would be 
difficult to gainaay. The other reason is suggested by 
Mt.17,9., the tran~tiguration scene. There Jesus said:"Tell 
the vision to no man., until the Son of Man be risen again 
69 Taylor, Op. cit., p.118. 
70 See Lev.14,2.4.7; Luke 17~14. 
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from the dead". There is the possibility that the motive of 
Christ in commanding silence is that these miraclea would be 
more valuable to Him and the spreading of Hie Kingdom if 
they were revealed after Hie resurreotion. 
What were the effects of the miracle? The oommand of 
Christ was obeyed. The leprosy left the man. He was perfect-
ly cleansed. The multitude was greatly moved. The result 
of this waa that Christ could not openly enter into a city. 
If He would, He would immediately be surrounded by vast 
throngs. Hence, the work of our Lord was retarded somewhat. 
This cure and the popularity it caused may have been one of 
the f actors which so abruptly brought Christ's synagogue 
71 ministry to an end. 
Why is this miracle recorded? What end does it serve? 
First of all, it again ahows ·that Christ has power over dis-
e3.se. All and ev.ery disease has to obey His command immedi-
a. tely. And t he power· (dunamis) to work the miracle also shows 
His authority {exousia) to work it. 
Furthermore, i~ gives a clearer picture of Chriat's 
life. Leprosy was particularly selected by the law of Moses 
to be the physical analogue to the moral malady of sin. Other 
diseases might have been chosen, but possibly because of its 
ghastly nature and revolting accompaniments, leprosy was re-
71 Niooll, Expositor• s Gre.ek Testament. P• 34?. 
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garded in this way as a type of sin. 72 
The prime reason for Jesus• coming into the world is, 
as the angel told Joseph, that "He shall save His people from 
their sins"(Mt.1,21). Sin and the power of Satan over man 
*ere the chief enemies which He had come to destroy. Hence, 
by healing the man of this disease, Jesus preached a sermon 
illustrating the purpose of His life - once for all to 
destroy sin. 
One more point is brought out by this miracle. When 
Christ sent the man to the priest, He also showed that He 
catae 11not to destroy the law". Very easily oould He have 
dismissed t he man without any regard for the priest or bis 
function. Indeed, He came to teach the people the true mean-
ing of the law, although, by doing just that, He was accused 
of breaking it. But here we have an indication to the contrary. 
A question which has aroused much discussion is that of 
demoniacal possession, as reported in the sacred Record. Many 
72 Some of the features of this disease and the patient's atti-
tude toward it, is set forth by w. H. Sallmen in the words: 
"It was incurable by man, 2 Kings 5,7; rent garments, Lev.13,45; 
mourning for self as dead; head bare, Num.6,9; as if defiled 
by comwunton with the dead; 1 ip covered, Ezek. 24, 17; The same 
instruments used in the restoration of a leper to society are 
used in cleansing one who wa.s defiled by a dead body or any-
t h ing pertaining to death, of. Num.16,6 and Lev.17,7. The leper 
was shut out of the camp as one dead, Lev.13,46; Num.5,2-4•. 
W. H. Sallmon, Studies in the Miracles of Christ, pp.16-17. 
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simply deny 1 t, because, as 1 t is alleged, there is no trace 
of it today. They diagnose the cases mentioned in the Bible 
as some form of epilepsy or insanity. But it is quite possible 
and plausible to believe that when Christ came into the ViUrld 
to destroy him, the devil mustered all his forces to make His 
work ineffective. 
· 73 · 
But what is demoniacal possession? Is it just a super-
stitious term used to describe illnesses the cause of which 
was unknown at the time? The words of our Lord Himself are 
not reconcilable with that theory. He never speaks of demon-
iacs as being persons merely of disordered intellects, but 
always as subjects in the possession of an alien spiritual 
power. Repeatedly we read of Him addressing the evil spirits 
as totally separate and distinct from their victim. The argu-
ment that He merely humored the current opinion of the day 
militates against the very holiness and sinlessness of Christ. 
He never would have used language to conf~m so serious an 
error, which made people accept something that in ' truth did 
not exist. Furthermore, upon t ~o occasions (Mt.9,32 and 
Mt.12,22) one dumb, or dumb and blind are brought to Jesus 
73 According to Trench, the most common name in Scripture for 
one possessed is da1monizomenos (Mt.4{24, and often). Besides 
this, daimonistheis (Mk. 5,.18; Lk. 8,36J; anthropos M pneumat1 
akatharto (W:t.1,23); echonton pneumata akatharta (Acts.8,7); 
echon daimo.na (Lk. a a?); a.nthropos echon pneuma daimoniou 
akathartou (Lk.4,33~. Other mo~e gen~ral tlesoripti?ns, ~ 
katadunasteuomenous hupo !Q!!. diabolou (Acts 10,38), ochlou-
menous hypo pneumaton akatharton (Lk.6,18; Acts 5,16). 
~rench, Op. cit., p.125. 
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in whom the defects are attributed ~o posaession. But in 
Uark 7,32, another deaf and dumb is made the subject of Christ's 
healing .power. In this ins tance, ho~ever. it 1s the evident 
intention of the Evangelist to describe him as suffering only 
a natural defect. 
What was t he condition which our Lord and His apostles 
described by this name? By way of preface, ~e may say a little 
about the head of the kingdom of evil and his rela tion to the 
~::orld . His opposition to the will of God is most real. And 
fr·ot1 t h is evil will Scripture derives all the evil t ho.t is 
i n the universe. What does the Bible mean, then, when 1t 
$peaks of men as having devils? Is their evil ethical or 
1.erely physica l? It is not merely physioal. No doubt, the 
3uffer i ng of t he ttpa.tientn vtas great. But if -:;e oonsider it 
to be only another exa.mple of the mighty woe which Satan 
brought upon our .race, 11e err. N·e1 ther, on th1;: other hand, 
is it a. purely ethical svil; v1e have in the demoniao someth ing 
else than just a very great sinner. or a ohief servant of the 
d.s vil_. :·;ho wil1ingly and consciously serves him. He 1s one 
of t he unhappiest, but not one of tbe guiltiest, of our r ~ce. 
In the demoniac, t hen, ,ve find a.n alien power who has gained 
t he w~st ery over hill: and now_ is cruelly lording 1 t over bim. 
Another is ruling his s9ul and hao ce,st down 'I.he rightful 
owne1· : .and the m!!.n knows tbie. But of his o~m po,,_er,. t hora 
74 
is net too much tha.t be ca.Ii do a.bout it. Let us see how 
74 Trench, Op. cit~, pp.126-132. 
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Jesus dealt with such cases. 
A:f ter turning the storm into a oalm., our Lord l anded 
with His d isci ples on the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee 
in a locality which is called by Mark and Luke "the country 
of th~ Gadarenesn. The persons involved in the miracle under 
cons ideration are the two possessed men, the whole city, and 
Jesus Christ. 
' 
Some objections are made as to the actuality of this 
miracle of the healing of the demoniacs, because there appears 
to be a discrepancy in the 83.cred Record. ~tthew mentions 
t wo demoniacs, while Mark and Luke mention only one. This is, 
however, nothing to get excited about, because it is easily 
explained. The one was more notable and fierce, and thus 
attraoted the attention. The other, 1n the meanwhile, fades 
into the background. It would be the same if a large cathe-
dral were burning, and a garage along side of it caught fire 
also. The spectators would pay attention only to the cathe-
dral. And, while we are on the subject, we have an excellent 
example of undesigned coincidence. Luke reports (8~27) that 
the demoniac was without clothes, but Mark (5,15) implies as much. 
The awful picture of this demoniac is either painted from 
life, or it is one of the most superb example~- of imagination. 
We see the quiet landing on the eastern shore of the Siaa of 
Galilee, and oan almost hear the fiendish, unworldly shrieks 
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of the demon-ridden man as he hurries to meet them, perhaps 
with hostile intent. The dreadful characteristics of his state 
are sharply pictured. He lived in the rock-hewn tombs which 
overhang the beach, for it wa.s common "knowledge n that the 
demons frequ~nted such places. He had superhuman strength. 
Fetters and manacles were easily snapped by him. Deriving 
some insane satisfaction from his own wounds, he had gashed 
himself with splinters of rook. Sighting Jesus from afar, he 
ran toward Him. Suoh is the introduction to the narrative. 
When Ohr 1st told the unc1ean spirit to come out, He was 
answered by a howl of fear and hate·. Whatever dumb yearning 
after Jesus may have been in the oppressed human consciousness, 
his words were a shriek of terror and recoil. This reoogni tion 
of Christ by the man is not d:lffioul t to explain if we belieVie 
that ~thers than the suffered looked through hi·a wild eyes 
and spoke in his loud voice. To be sure, God• s supremacy 
and loftiness, and Christ• s nature, are recognized, but only 
the more abhorred. These dev1 ls use the name of GOd. to sway 
but i t bas no power to turn this Jesus, to becloud the issue, 
hatred into submission. 
e?• This question 
Christ asks the man: "What is thy na.m 
oasession, and also to 
is asked perhaps to show the p<>'wer of P 
898 in the man. 
strene;-tben oonso1ousn 
recall personality, and d to prepare the man 
Lord use 
It is another one of the ways our 
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for a complete eure. In the reply, n)(y name is Legion., tor 
we are many", we note the momentary gleam in the man's first 
word showing his true self. He begins with •Ky•, but he ends 
with ~ven, dropping back into the old confusion. But why 
Legion? Perhaps this poor man had witnessed the stalwart and 
strong Roman legions crush nations. And, consequently, he 
felt himself conquered by a similar, overwhelming array of 
enemies. 75 
There were some swine grazing not too far away from the 
place where this incid~nt occurred. The devils, through the 
man, asked permission to go into them. Jesus gave them leave, 
that is, He did not prevent them. A question, consequently, 
has been raised a.bout Christ's right to destroy property. 
We can ansvi'er that in t wo VJa.ys. Jesus ha.a complete power and 
~ 
dominion over all things. Everything is His, for He created 
all. If the purposes served by the destruction of property 
or animal life are beneficent and lofty, certainly this leaves 
no blemish on His .goodness or honesty. Which wa.s better, that 
the herd should live and fatten, or that a man should be deliv-
ered from devils and that they who saw it become assured of the 
deliverance and Christ's saving power? Certainly the latter. 
The other view is this: Christ did not oommand the devils to 
go into the swine; He merely expelled them from the man; 
everytping after that was merely permissiv~. 
76 
75 Maclaren, Op. cit., St. Mark~ p.182. 
76 Trench, Op. cit., p.143. 
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What were the effects of this miracle? When the terrified 
Gerasenes came upon the eoene after learning ~hat ha.d happened• 
they besought Jeaus to leave them. Al though they sa\': the man., 
now clothed and freed fro~ his dire possession., they could not 
rejoice v;i th him. Instead, the loss of their herds preys upon 
their mind. Perhaps they hes.red that even more of their 
\veal th and property might go the same way, if this Christ re-
mained in their country. Therefore, spurning the salvation 
that might have been theirs, they beseech our Savior to leave. 
The man who had been possessed, however., reacted entirely 
differently. He clung to Christ and besought Him that he 
might stay with Him. Conscious weakness and grateful love 
probably prompted this prayer. Christ, nevertheless, did not 
grant his request., but showed him how he could demonstrate his 
thankfulness and at the same time keep the devils from again 
gaining possession of him. That way was to •Go home to thy 
friends, and tell them how great things the Lord hath done for 
thee., and ha.th had compassion on thee". How successful he was 
in winning souls for the Kingdom of salvation we are not told, 
but his testimony. was so forceful that •all men did marvel•(Uk.5,20). 
This miracle shows our Lord's dominion over demons, as 
He had already shown it over disease and nature. It was but 
a foreshadowing of the time when the devil and all his nicked 
hosts 'l.fOuld be eternally bound and powerless, while the bel ievera 
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would be eternally f ree from all temptations and posse s sions 
of hell. It is a graphic demonstration of the purpose of 
Christ's coming to "destroy the works of the devil". 
Shortly after the feeding of the five thousand on the 
shore of the Lake of Tiberias, our Savior came to the r egion 
which bordered on. the cities of Tyre and Sidon. It was here 
that one of the most mi3,rvelous exhibitions of faith was ma.de. 
So great was it that our Lord marveled. The person who showed 
such faith was the Syrophoenician woman. 
Christ probably went to this place, which was on the ex-
treme northwestern boundary of the land of Promise, to seek 
rest and retirement. Mark tells us that "He entered into a 
house, and would have no man know 1ta. But, as it usually 
turned out to be, His presence could not be kept a aeoret. 
A ~oman, belonging to the old Cana!;L?litish raoe, came into the 
house a nd earnestly pleaded for help. Her daughter was a 
victim of demoniacal possession. No doubt, she had heard of 
some of His wonderful works, and, living so ve;y near t he Jews, 
had a little knowledge of the prophecies concerning the Messiah. 
So it was tha t she addressed Him as the Son of David. But 
strange, indeed, is our Lord's attitude. we are told that 
flHe answered h~r not a word"~ . In faot, as if to end the 
1nterviev, then and there, it would seem that He lef t the 
house. But, undaunted and not to be shaken off, she followed 
Him with her entreaties. · 
75. 
Still ou:r. Lord r emained. silent. The disciples., t1ho seem 
to have become embarrassed by her pleadings, a.re the first 
ones to speak. They ask Christ to send her a.way. VTe oan 
well i raagine what effect that must ha ve had upon her. Friends 
and compa nions of Christ Tiere against her. They did not want 
her to follow th~m. The Great Physician now speaks for the 
first time., but only to the disciples: "l am not sent but unto 
the lost sheep of t he house of Israel n. She knew that that 
remark was meant for her, and it appeared to be a refusal., a 
death-blO\'l to her hopes for her daughter. But it only served 
to make her more earnest., for she came and fell at His feet., 
and cr i ed: "Lord, help me] n For the first time, then, He 
addressed her directly: "It is not meet to take the children's 
bread, and to cast it to dogs. fl This statement seems to be 
unusually cold .. He lets her knotv that she is not conside~ed 
to be on a par and equal with the chosen peopl~. Moreover, 
from the manner in which the words a~e spoken, it seems to 
be a blunt statement refusing h~r request • . But she mis de-
termined, and was not to be replll:sed. Her reply shows her 
courage and persistence. She was going to be heard] •Truth, 
Lord, yet the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their 
master• s table. fl Thus, from what seemeq. a. · rebuff, she drew 
a plea. Our Lord could no longer contain Himself, but mar-
veled at such a faith. Granting her request, He healed. her 
daughter that very hour. 
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The action of our Lord is, indeed, strange. It seems so 
unlike the way we usually see Him acting. It is not unac-
countable, however; for our Lord desired to help not only 
the woillan•s daughter, but also the woman herself. Thus He 
acted to test .and strengthen her faith. Often the Lord tests 
people today by not answering their prayers at once. •His 
delays to grant their requests are drops of aoid which prove 
whether or not they are genuine gold". When this woman came, 
she addressed Him as the Son of David. Now He wanted to lead 
her up to something higher. And His way of treating her did 
just that. Resistance is always necessary for the development 
of strength. This is true spiritually as well as physioally. 
Hence, having stood the test, she gained the greater benefit.
77 
But our Savior also wanted to teach Hie di sciples a lesson 
which they would never forget, and which would prepare them 
for their future work. By dealing with this woman, by granting 
her request, He crossed the line between the chosen raoe and 
the "lesser breeds". He proclaimed, in effect, that His Gos-
pel knew no restrictions, that He had come to seek and to eave 
the lost no matter who or where they might be. Re drew no 
lines; nor rather, the lines which He drew were vertioal and 
not horizontal - between right and wrong; between sin and 
r i ghteousness; between life and death.• It is at this place 
77 Taylor, Op. cit., pp.295-300. 
in the history of the disciples, that we might find the 
78 beginning to the Acta of the Apostles. 
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Two things whi ch partioularly the miracles of healing 
reveal about the character of Jesus are His sympathy and His 
love. Everywhere on the pages of the sacred Gospel we find 
instant, instinctive, outgoing sympathy. Suffering in any 
form moved Him to compassion. Bodily suffering as well as 
spiritual destitution mattered to Him enormously. And that 
sympathy of our Savior did not diminish as time went on and 
as He dealt more and more with suffering mankind, but rather 
seemed to grow and increase. Furthermore, His pity was not 
of the kind that ~eakens its object, as so often pitr among 
mortals does. His, rather, braced, strengthened, prepared 
for resistance and action. It lifted men out of the pit of 
hopelessness and filled their . hearts with courage. 
The other element in Christ's character which is put in 
focus for us by these miracles is His great love. Of course, 
we woul d still know. of its greatness and its depths without 
them. The fact t hat He left His great throne of glory and 
perfection to come, and suffer, and die for sinful mankind, 
His enemies, is the ultimate revelation of what true love is. 
But the aocount of it in these miracles is an aid to our 
understanding of it and helps to keep it before our minds. 
78 Calkins, Op. oit., p.131. 
He loved men of all sorts a.nd conditions. This love has 
been and st ill is the wonder of the 1-vorld. 
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Certa in characteristics of that love are revealed to us 
which merit our attention. First of all, it ,nas not a 
generalized love of men in the mass. It was not like the 
flighty, flimsy nbrotherly love", that we hear bantered 
a round so much today. Rather, it is focused on concrete care 
of pexsonal need. Over and over again we read sµch expressions 
as "a certain man". His was not a generalized pity or 
79 
abstr act compa s sion, but personal and individual. 
His love was also comprehensive. It included a.11. He 
•:,as wil l ing to heal and to help a centurion's servant as well 
as a Syrophoenician woman's daughter; a demoniac boy as ~ell 
as Jairus' daughter. The human heart, regardless of its 
culture, environment, and worldly attainments - that was the 
object of His love. 
79 Calkins, Op. cit., pp.19-24. 
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Chapter Four. 
The Nature Miracles. 
Doubtless all who believe in the reality of miracles 
will agree that their purpose, when they were wrought, was to 
confira1 in men belief in Jesus Christ - that He was what He 
claimed to be, and that all He said was absolute truth, the 
eternal truth of God. And we cannot regard them too highly 
in this respect. Their value was not so muoh in their power 
to appeal to the hostile and the sceptical, or even to attract 
the mass of common people, as to confirm the faith of the 
small band of His chosen disciples, by working in them a full 
and assured faith by means of "infallible" proofs. This is 
important. After Christ's resurrection and ascension, these 
men were going to be His messengers. !hey were the ones who 
would journey into the hiways and biways of life, into palace 
and hovel, into all the world. It was necessary, then, that 
they particularly be filled with the heavenly dynamite of 
that confession and conviction: "We believe and are sure that 
Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God!" 
Christ, accordingly, paid particular attention to His 
immediate students in His "seminary". He explained many 
mysteries to them privately; He had long discussions with 
them during Holy week; He gave them a post-graduate or re-
fresher course after His resurrection and before His aaeen-
a1on. But, that was not all. Throughout His public ministry, 
before they realized fully that their Lord would leave them, 
so. 
the disciples were witness to a special class of miracles, 
which, it seems, was wrought especially for their growth, 
development and benefit. That class was the nature miracles. 
these included the manifestation of power upon Nature and 
the organic world, upon the inorganic world, in His own 
nature. The first of these which we shall consider is the 
First Miraculous Draught of Fishes. 
On this occasion four disciples, Peter, Andrew, James 
and John, were present. He had taken them uith Him to Cana, 
where they were eye-witnesses of His first miracle, whereby 
He manifested unto them His glory. Because of this, His dis-
ciples believed on Him. Up to the time of the third miracle, 
our Lord had not called upon them to forsake their occupations 
to follow Him. But at ·this occasion, the time had come when 
it was necessary for them to do this. Be was about to choose 
twelve, that they might be with Him, that He might send them 
forth to preach.:.that is, it was time for them to enter fully 
upon the course of instruction which would qualify them to be 
the first heralds of the glorious Gospel of Slll.vation through 
faith in Christ Jesus. To do this, they must not only leave 
home and family, father and mother, but they must abandon the 
trade by which they earned daily bread for themselves and 
those dependent on them. To do this, a measure of faith was 
required which hitherto they had no occasion to exeroise. It 
81. 
is easy for us to say, as we look baok, that they should have 
trusted Him who could turn water into wine; heal disease by 
a silent command; and could provide food for His followers. 
We must remember, however, that His disciples were as yet 
only babes in the faith, who needed the plainest and the 
simplest lessons. Tnerefore, before He gave them the great 
command: "Follow Me} " , He gave them the assurance that He 
was able to supply all their need, by an impressive object 
80 lesson. We may see in the scene depicted on the shore of 
the Sea of Galilee an epitome of a whole book of instruction 
in evangelistic work. 
Many people had pressed upon Him to hear His word as He 
was by the lake of Gennesaret. As He looked for a plaoe to 
deliver His message, Ohr i at saw two empty ship a a. t the shore. 
Boarding one of them, He taught the people from it. After He 
was finished, our Lord said to Simon: 11Launoh out into the 
deep, and let down your nets for a draughtf h The fisherman, 
however, was astonished and replied., not in unbelief, but in 
an1azement: "Master, we have toiled all night and have taken 
nothing; n.evertheless, at Thy word I will let down the net.• 
He did not mean to say t.hat he feared that the attempt w:ould 
be useless, because the night was always the best time to fish, 
and because, having been unsuccessful then, there was little 
SON. s. Burton, Christ Teaching by Miracles, pp.410-411. 
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possibility of catching anything in broad da.ylight. His ans-
wer was a confession of failure, yet, at the same time, one 
of faith. Peter knew so1£,ething of Him who had. given that 
direction. He had seen some of the miracles which He had per-
formed. His obedience uas the fruit of faith, and not of 
superstition. That faith was rewarded bountifully. No sooner 
had they gone out ~nd let down the nets than they were filled 
81 so that the nets began to tear. 
Some have held the miraculous element to have been merely 
this that Christ by His omniscience knew that now there were 
fishes in that spot. But we cannot weaken the miracle in this 
way. Rather we should look upon Christ as the Lord of nature, 
able, by the power of His will, to draw and guide unconscious 
creatures so that they serve the higher interests of His king-
dom. He appears here, indeed, as the second Adam, in whom the 
words of the Psalmist find fulfillment:"Thou madest Him to 
have dominion over the works of Thy hands; Thou hast put all 
things under Ria feet ••• the fowl of the air, and the fish of 
the sea, and whatsoever passeth through ~he paths of the 
82 
sea tt(Ps. a, 6. a). 
The keynote of this whole event is the saying of Jesus: 
"Fear not, from henceforth thou shalt catch men. a The effect 
of this miracle upon Peter had been electric~ Yielding, as he 
81 Taylor, Op. cit., pp.63-64. 
82 Trench, Op. cit., p.109. 
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so often did, to the impulse of the moment, Peter saw the glory 
of Christ revealed there and then by that draught of fishes. 
Conscious, furthermore, of his own great shortcomings and weak-
nesses and sinfulness, he fell down at Jesus• feet and prayed: 
"Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord!" These words 
show his great concern for his· soul. It was bis rash way of 
saying what Isaiah exclaimed: "Woe is me, for I am undone, for 
I am a man of unclean lips, for mine ey~s have seen the King, 
the Lord of hostsl"(Is.6,5). But Jesus calmed his fears by 
directing his thoughts to the lesson of this miracle. It was 
as if our Lord had said: "Learn from this incident that, as 
these fish were caught from the sea, so shall you catch men 
from the sea of sin." Peter did not fully understand all the 
points of this lesson that day, but as he later went forth, 
the lesson of· this day from the words and deeds of His Master 
would stand out before b1m.
83 
The Sea of Galilee lies 655 feet below the level of the 
Mediterranean. The high hills on the eastern side are broken 
here and there by deep ravines which act as funnels for the 
winds which are aroused by the rapid drop in temperature at 
sunset. Sudden squalls of great intensitY1 dying away as 
84 
suddenly and unexpectedly as they arose, are not uncommon. 
Such a gale arose when Jesus had bidden His disciples to take 
83 Burton, Op. cit., p.411. 
84 Sallmon, Op. oit. 1 p.32. 
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Him to the "other side", on the day on which the Lord had 
spoken the parable of the Sower, as recorded in the thirteenth 
chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel. The persons involved 1n the 
miracle of the stilling of the tempest are Jesus Christ, His 
disciples, and others in attendant boats. 
Weary from an exhausting day's work, our Lord went to the 
rear of the ship, and threw Himself back upon the cushion, 
which was a usual part of the furnishing of suoh a tiny craft, 
and fell fast asleep. They had not gone far when a great 
storm arose. It was very violen.t;" waves broke over the ship, 
so that it began to fill with water. At first, we imagine, 
the disciples were unafraid. Why should they be? They were 
expect boatsmen. In their fishing careers they undoubtedly 
had encountered many such storms. They applied all their 
skill to the handling of the boat. But the more they .tried 
t he more futile their attempts seemed to be. They had relied 
on their own strength, and it had failed. In an agony of 
earnestness, not unmingled with disappointed surprise, they 
a woke their Lord with the anguished exclamation: "Master, oarest 
Thou not that we perish?" It was a cry of fear. Thereupon, 
Chr i st arose and ttrebuked the winds and the sea; and there 
was a great calm." 
That cry of the disciples showed at least some faith. 
They had been with Him now almost constantly. They had seen 
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the lame, the halt, the blind, oome to Him for help. and re-
ceive it. They knew His mini.strations of mercy were countless. 
His ready response to every needy request, innumerable. They 
knew that He ha.a. helped others, and that He could help them. 
That cry of the disciples, however,. showed a definite weakness 
of faith. If their faith in the Lord Jesus bad been perfect, 
they would not have given way to panic, and they would not 
have been rebuked. They would have realized that asleep or 
awake, He was conscious of their needs and ready to help them. 
Usually after such a stoim the swell on the water remains 
for quite some time after the. wind bas died down. But at the 
command of our Lord:"Peace, be still~•, the lake became calm 
at once, or as the old Scottish metrical version of the 107th 
Psalm puts it: 
The storm is .changed into a calm 
At His command and will; 
So that the waves which §!ged before 
Now quiet are and ~till. 
Having removed the cause of the alarm of His followers, 
our Lord began to deal with them personally, and said: 1\Vhy 
are ye fearful, o ye of little faith?tt This question pene-
trates to the core of their diffioul ty. ttHe accuses them not 
sil'llply of their little faith (Kt.6,30), their want of confi-
dence in the protecting hand of Providence; but His reproach 
, 86 
is this, that they had denied their faith in Him, the Messiah 1 • 
85 Taylor. _Op. cit., p.205. 
86 Steinmeyer, quoted by Sa.llmon, Op. cit., p.33 
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The Evangelist proceeds to describe the moral effeot that 
the memarka.ble stilling of the tempest bad on the mind~ of 
those in the ship, and possibly those that were in the nother 
little ships", r7hich St. Mark reveals were sailing in th61r 
oompany. They ask: "What manner of man 1s this, that even 
the winds and the sea obey Him?" That exclamation can only 
find its answer and meaning in the exclamation of the Psalm-
ist:no Lord God of hosts, who is like unto Thee? Thou rulest 
the raging sea: when th.e waves thereof arise, Thou stillest 
them. "(Ps.89,8-9). 
As stated before, the general purpose of these miracles 
on nature was to instruot and train the twelve disciples for 
the arduous task which lay before them. They were presently 
going to face a hostile world, be perseouted, yes, killed, 
for their Master and the spreading of His great Church. This 
miracle prepared them for that, in that it was a revelation 
of their Master and Lord to them. He, by this mtraole, 't'l'8.S 
I 
brtnging home to them the thought of God as a Father vr.ho 
knows about and oares for His children however desperate may 
be their peril and need. And as they learned by such exper-
iences to obey His will and trust in Him, they were be.ginning 
to really live by faith. Their faith was being drawn out, 
and in the final result they lea.med that Obrist was 1n truth 
the very God incarnate. This experience was essentially con-
87. 
nected with their growth in fa i th and love and hope in t he 
Christ. From th1s, they gained the oourage to preaoh to 
prince and pauper, king and slave, and tell them of the love 
wh i ch God ha s sho·wn to mankind in Jesus. 87 
The feeding of the five thousand {Jn.6}, shortly before 
the third Passover in our Lord's ministry, had aroused the 
multitudes to a high pitch of enthusiasm. They saw in Him 
an ideal King who would free them :from the bondage of Rome 
and at the same time take care of their bodily needs. Hence, 
they tried to take Him by force and make Hiill their King. In 
seeking ·to make Christ a King a.fte:r their own pattern a.nd 
concepts, they unwittingly were doing their best to wreck 
t he cause for vmich He had come into the world. At the same 
time, they were tempting Him in much the same v.,ra.y that Sa.tan 
had on the mountain when he offered Him the crown without 
the cross. Therefore, for His own sake, as well as theirs, 
88 
"He sent t he multitude s away". 
But the disciples, at this stage in their development 
and spiritual growth, were more in sympathy with the crowds 
than with Jesus. They had entertained the sec.ret notions and 
yearning that their Master would establish Himself as an 
earthly emperor. It was dangerous, then, to let them remain 
in the company of this multitude while this zeal and frenzy 
87 Shafto, Op. oit., p.26. 
88 Taylor, Op. oit., pp.282-283. 
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was upon then1o Accordingly, our Lord noons trained them to 
get into a boat, and go before Him unto the other side"· S1noe 
they were more or leas unwilling to go, as was natural because 
of the circumstances giust explained, Christ had to use a kind 
of force to get them to depart. And as soon as He had pre-
vailed on them to go, He went up into a mountain a.lone to 
· 89 
fin d rest a nd solace for Himself in fellowship with His Father. 
The sea was rough and the winds were "contrary". Because 
· of this, a t the "fourth watch of the night", they had scarcely 
traveled more than half way across the sea. Suddenly,. they 
90 
aa~ their Lord "walking on the sea",. and they became terri-
91 fied and cried out: "lt is a spirit". It is often ao. The 
Lord comes to His people in some unfamiliar form - in the 
shape of some affliction, in the way of some cross, and they 
do not know Him. Their Lord, bring ing blessings to them, 
nevertheless at such times seems to be as some phantom in the 
night. But Chr ist nwould have pa.seed them by"·· Doubtless 
t h is action of our Lord is strange to those to whom the entire 
lif e of faith is strange. He would seem to pass them by, 
seem to for sa ke them, in order to evoke their prayer that He 
would not pass them by, that He would not forsake them. We 
have a similar example of this when He walked with the two 
89 3 Taylor, Op. cit., p •. 28 • 
90 It is interesting to note that 
b111ty is t wo feet on the water. 
nothing is i mpossible"·· 
91 The Greek word is fa.nta.sma not 
lates na.pparition•. 
the Egyptian sign of impossi-
It reminds ua that with 11God 
pneuma. R.V. correctly trans-
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disciples to Emmaus, after His resurrection. There. also. 
nHe 111ade as though He \Vould have gone furthere(Lk.24.28). thus 
drawing out the plea to remain. He does this to quicken their 
f a ith by having them noa.11 upon Him . in the day of troublee. 
Thereupon, He allays their fears with the words:nBe of 
good cheer; it is I; be not afraid!• And now, Peter. in his 
customary i mpulsiveness, replies: "Lord, if it be Thou. bid 
me come unto thee on the water! n That "if" must not be inter-
preted as implying doubt as to Whom he v,ae addressing. A 
Thomas might have required that the Savior oome into the boat 
so t l1a t he could cuake sure who He ,,as. Hie words mean. 
rather, "since it is Thoutt. He knows that Christ must give 
t he cor.awa.nd before he oould walk on the water. But, in that 
11bid we 11, the fault lay. He wants to outdo and outda.re the 
other disciples. He wants to show them the greatness of his 
trust and confidence. It ia very similar to that other action 
of his, when he sa id:'Altbougb all shall be offended, yet 
vrill not I! " 
Again ;11 e have an insight into the wisdom and love our 
Savior e mployed in His dealing with and teaching men. Had 
our Lord oomn1anded him to remain where he was, He would have 
at the sau1e time checked the fut.ure outbreaks of his fervent 
spirit, which, when purified and pointed in the proper direo-
tion. ,..,ere to carry hiin far in do 1ng the Lord I a work. But 
Christ still saw the fault in that request. In His command. 
~Conie", our ·1ord omits tbe "I b1d", and ttunto Me", for ,vhioh 
Peter had as'ked. It is as if He said: "Come if thou wilt, make 
the experiment, if you want ton. It was merely a permissive 
"Come". There was assurance, however, that he would be pro-
t ected, but not that he would sucoessfully ,complete the 
journey. The outcome of the issue depended upon Peter's 
faith. 92 
Peter did dare to get out of the boat. For awhile he was 
successful. He ~as walking on the water to Jesus. But, the 
" ';11nd was boisterous and he was afrai9- and began to sink". 
When h~ cried: "Lord, · save llJ81 n our Lord stretched forth His 
hand and c a.u ght him. Tpen followed the graci9us repuke • . "Oh 
thou of little faith]" ~y these words Jesus did not oheok 
any of the futu~e impulses of His servant• s boldness but 
, . 
rather encouraged th~m, showing him how he could do all things 
t hrough Christ ~trengthening him. Christ taught him that 
his fault lay not in undertaking too ,nmoh, but that he relied 
to9 little upon· Him who would have given h1m the strength to 
'·~~rry out that and other undertakings. When this singular 
· episode was over, Jesus went into the boat with His followers; 
t.he wind ceased; they reached land immediately. They tha.t 
had been in the boat came and worshipped Him and declared: 
"Of a truth thou art the Son of GodJ•(Mt.14,22-32). 
92 Trench, Op. cit .• , pp •. 230-833. 
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This mira cle fulfills a number . of purposes. Firat of 
a.11, it proves His Deity. He ha.a omnipotent power, wh1ob 1s 
(livine power. The disciples were oonac1ous of what had taken 
p l a ce by. oa J.l ing Him 11the Son of God"· Armed with tho.t knoV1-
ladge a nd conviction, they could confidently· and courageously 
go into e.11 the world and preach that faot. They would not 
do so timidly and half-heartedly, but openly and bravely, 
because that oonv1ction was baaed upon personal knowledge 
and c a.rne from personal observation. 
Pe t er a nd t he other disciples were taught another im-
portant lesson in .faith. They learned, that looking to a~d 
trusting in Je aus, gave seou:ri ty. As·· Moody: once described 
t his: 
Someone ha s sa id there are three ways to look. If you 
want to be wretched, look within; if you wish to be dis-
t1·acted, loo.k around; but if you would. have peace, look 
up} Peter looked away from Christ, and he immediately 
began to sink. The Master said to him, •o, thou of 
little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt?' He had God's 
eterna l v,o.rd which was sur.e f .ooting, and better than 
either llarble, granite or iron; but the moment he took 
hia eyes off Christ, do,m he ,-vent. Those who look 
around cannot see hov; unstable and dishonoring is their 
walk. We want to look ~traight at the 'Author and 
Finisher of our faith•. ~3 
There is one other consideration which we must · ~eigh 
in a ny attempt to appraise these stories aright. If 
Chri s t' s was a unique personality - and there will be few 
to deny this - what may be proper to Him either in or out 
of •nature• will also be unique. "Never man spake as this 
mann has its true oonsequenoe "n~ver man wrought like this 
mann. In any consistent character act~
4
and words go together, 
confirming and completing each other. 
93 Quoted by Sallmon, Op. cit., p.77. 
94 Shafto, Op. cit., p.31. 
Thrt1ugl~t ou t our s tudy of our Savior• s actions ancl conduct 
Yte have s e en n othing but kindness and love flow forth from 
I-Ur.; . As we sea Him moving from place to pl ace in the Holy 
Land, suffering, pain, anxiety, and care are removed from 
men's bodies and souls. The laiue, the halt, the blind come 
·tc; Him f or hea ling - a nd they r eoe~ve it. Men sick of heart 
come to Him f or comfort and con so la tion, and 1 t is given them. 
Men sick with sin and chained to the depravity of their nature 
0011,e to Him for hope and life, and they are not disappointed. 
But on one occasion, Chr 1st seems entirely to reverse Himself. 
We see nothing but wrath and indignation. At first glance, 
t he Christ who cau sed tpe fig tree to beco111e withered,{Mk.11,12-4) 
seem~ incompa tible with the Christ who healed and gave life. 
Th ia single miracle of destruction which He wrought has caused 
much discussion and dlsagreeIJ,ent. Let us examine the att ending 
o ircuu.s t ance s. 
On Palm Sunday, after His triumphant entry into the city 
cf Jer usa leUi, our Lord r etired to Bethany, where He spent the 
nigpt, not unlikely in the home of Mary, lla.rtha, a nd Lazarus. 
T.he follo wing day, the Monday of Holy Week, very early, par-
hap s not long after sun-rise, He was returning into the city 
a nd saw a fig-tree in full leaf. Naturally, therefore, He 
expected to find some figs on it with whioh to satisfy His 
hunger because 
1 
al though 1 t was not the season for figs, the 
tree had foliage. Since the leaves come after the tree has 
93. 
fruit on it, He vJC:mt to 1 t and looked for the fruit. But 
t here was none. flhereupon, He solemnly s~id:ftNo man eat 
fr.uit of t he e hareafte r, forever". His diaciplea ware with 
rum a nd. heaxd t hese words . On the evening they rsturned 
,vri in to Betha.1~y. Th f ll 1 ~ • e o ow ng morning, as they passod by, 
they s a r, t he tree was dried up from the roots. They nere 
~urpr ised a t this, and Peter remarked:"Ma.ater, ? ehold, the 
fig-tree which Thou oursadst is withered ~wa.yf n(Wt.11,20-21). 
Many cr.itics have p ounced upon this m'iracle, one of 
,...,bo,ri has blasphemously remarked that Jesus, nout of humor 
af t er t he controver sy with His enemies, finds a target for 
His ,r,xath in an innocent tree which bare naught but leaves 
and flo v:ers at this season"~ 95 But that objection falls 
by t he wayside when we oonaider the overall purpose which 
Christ had in mind when He acted as He did. 
Some have a:1, id tha t if Christ were a.ll-knorring, why did 
He ,go to the tree in the first place, since He. should have 
kno~m t ha t He ~ould find no fruit. Archbishop Trench explains 
it in t h is way: 
Upon the first point, that tbe Lord approached the tree, 
appearing to expeot fruit upon it, and yet icno~ving that 
He should find none deceiving thereby those who were with 
Him, who no doubt b;lieved that what He profesaed to look 
for He expected to find it is sufficient to observe, that 
a s!milar charge might b; made against all figurative 
teaching, whether by word or deed: for in all suoh ~here 
1s a wcrsb ipping of truth in the s pirit and not in ,;be 
letter; often a forsa king of it in the letter, for t9B 
better honoring and establishing of it in the spirit. 
95 Quoted by Arndt, Op.cit., p.39. 
96 Trench, Op. cit., pp.358-359. 
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That explanation is not sati sfactory however because 
. ' , 
the accusation of deceyt1on is not fully refuted. There is 
a much sillipler explanation, which 1s more in keeping with 
the f acts. When Christ \fas speaking of the ooming of Judg-
ment Day, He s a id:nQf t ha t day and that hour knoweth no man, 
no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but 
the Fa thern(Mk.13,32). During the state of humiliation, 
according to His hurLan nature, He did not know when the 
Jud.grnent v1a s coming. He Himself plainly states tha t as a 
f act. Al though triere were many occasions when He used the 
omniscience which was His according to His divine nature, 
and wh i c h ~as oom,nunicated to His human nature during the 
s t a t e of humiliation, yet He did not al\'IS.ys make full use 
o:f it. If we a pply t hat f act to this instanoe, v,e find that 
the accusa tion disappears. When Christ went to the fig-tree, 
He did not know that there were no figs there. As Peter or 
any of the 0th.er disciples might have expected to find fruit 
on t he tree, be cause there was the indication of it by the 
presence of the leaves., so also our Lord expected it. t'Ihen 
He failed to find any, He capitalized on the situation to 
teach His disciples the lesson which we shall discuss a 
lit U e l a t er. 
Some ha ve t a ken offense at the fact that He vented His 
anger on the tree. This is but a poor way of covering up 
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their real objection~ that He ever should have put forth 
His anger at all; that God should ever reveal Himself as a 
God who wi l l punish. But this is an important lesson for 
mankind to lea rn, which they might forget, as far as the 
teaching .of t he miracles went, but for this one - all the 
others being miracles of help and heal~g. Yet there is 
nieroy revealed in this miracle. He did not, like Moses and 
Elija h., demonstrate the f act of God• a holiness and His 
ha tred of evil at the cost of many lives, but only at the 
cost of a single unfeeling tree. His miracles of kindness 
and gr a ce were innumerable, and on m~n; His miraole;. of 
judgment was only one., and on a tree. 97 
What purpose did Jesus have 1n mind when He wrought this 
miracle of destruction? We hold, it was a symbolic miracle, 
an acted parable, a prophecy. It was designed to show the 
sin of Israel, which was symbolized under thls tree. Their 
sin was not so mu.ch that they were without fruit, but that 
they boasted of so much. Their true status would have been 
praiseworthy if only they admitted that without faith, with-
out Ch~ist, of their ·own power alone, they were incapable 
of anything, that all their righteousnesses were as filthy _· 
r aga. But this is exactly what Israel refused to do. Other 
nations might have nothing of which to boast. But on oloser 
97 Trench, Op. cit., p.359. 
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inspection before the search-light of the holiness of God6 
the true essence and substance of righteousness was a much 
l a cking in t hem aa a.nyyrhere among the nations. Furthermore, 
t he guilt. of the . chosen people was deeper and greater than 
t hat of 9ther nations because they were hypocrites. They 
ma de a short of being holy, of bearing much fruit, but \'Then 
one exami nes them. closely, they were false. 98 They oould 
not CQmpenaate for their sterility:. in true holiness, simply 
rd .th the plea: nwe have .Abraham to our father!" They were 
utterly l a c k ing in the f a ith of Abraham, and in the frui t .s 
of such f a ith, and as a result their. outward show o~ righte-
ousness was "nothing l;>ut leaves n; 
Moreover, from the reply of ourLord to Peter's observa-
tion t hat the tree was withered, we see that He wanted to 
teach them another lesson in faith whioh would serve them in 
good stead throughout their ministry. We are told that He 
sa id unto t hem.: ttHa.ve faith in God. For verily I say unto 
you, tha t v1hosoever shall say unto this mountain, be thou 
removed, and be thou ca.st into the sea., and shall not doubt 
i n his hear.t, but shall believe that ·those things whioh he 
sa ith shall come to pass, he shall have \vhatsoever he aai th·•-~ 
Peter,' s words i mplied tha. t in his heart he was drawing a 
contra st bet•, een the auooes.s of our Lo.rd in working His 
98 Trench, Op. cit., p. 363. 
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1airaclea; and their failurus. And our Lord showed ,them the 
secret of His success and their failure, in this exhortation 
to faith a nd prayer. Neander has summed up the lesson in 
this way: 
Christ !nade use of their astonishment for a. purpose very 
ira.port~.nt in t his last period of His stay with them, namely; 
to incite them to act themselves by the power of God; not 
to be so amazed at what He wrought by that power, but to 
remewbe::c t hat in communion t1i th Him they would be able to 
do the sa me, and even greater thing s. The sense of His 
words, then, would be: 'You need not i:iondar at a result 
like this; the result was the least of it; you shall do 
still greater things by the power ~g God, if only you 
possess the great essential faith. 
On the third da.y after Philip and Nathaniel had a ttached 
t hemsel vea to our Savior, there ~Yas a marriage in Cana of 
Galilee. The mother of Jeeus!OO no doubt. a very ~lose friend 
or even a relative, was already there when Christ arrived. 
It is not strange to find our Lord at that festival~ for He 
came to sanctify all life - to consecrate 1 ts times of j .oy 
a s well as its times of sorrow.. Too often people get the 
i mpression from only a cursory reading of His life, that 
Chri s t was interested only in the· s adness and suffering, the 
pain and anxiety of His people... But, by His pr-esenoe at this 
feast, He shows t hat He vm.s ooneerned also that His people 
be happy and full of joy. 
99 Taylor, Op. cit., p.420. 
100 It is interesting to note that John never mentions Mary 
by her name. 
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Since t he se marriage fe3tivals sometimes lasted a whole 
101 weej, it •:Jas not strange that the supply of wine a. t this 
fustival was exhausted. Mary, evidently distressed at t~e 
embarrassments of that humble household, came to Jesus ... 11th 
t he r e~aiark : "They have no 1ine". \'le know that this ,::a.a Jesus• 
firet miracle (Jn.2,11), ao she could not, from former dis-
plays of power and grace, expect a m1racie. Her worda si~ply 
1,t;pl i ed a. request for help. 
Ch1· i s t, however, seems t .o have been troubled by her 
i n t erfarence. He replied:"Woman, what have I to do with thee? 
Mine hour is not yet come. n There is no severity or dis-
respect, as some have maintained, implied in that term 
"\1oruan "· It was rather a hi~hly respectful and affectionate 
mode of address. (Compa.Jre John 20,13-15). He simply is re-
peating 1n a similar way what He ha.d told her in the Temple 
crhen He was t velve years old. The earth-view of th9ir rela-
tionship must cease - she could not intrude upon His Fa t her's 
business. l02 From henceforth His motto would be: nlJy Fa ther 
103 and Il n He, too, had seen the lack of wine. He proba-
bly was even then waiting for an ·opportunity to grant in 
His mm way and in His own time help to the bride and groom. 
101 Coropare Gen.29,27; Judg. 14,15; Tobit 9,12; lU#l. 
l02 Edershe1m, Op. 01t·. 1 Vol. I., P· 361. 





Ma.ry was gently checked by Hie words. She did not under-
stand and yet she did understand. The reply of Jesus rras not 
an absolute refusal. In the little words "not yet", she saw 
a distinct ray of hope; for she went to the servants and said 
to them:-"Whatsqever He saith unto you, do itJ" Near the 
entrance of the house there ~ere six water-pots, nAfter the 
manner of the purifying of the Jews". P~obably t~e supply 
wa,s almost exhausted when our. Lord gave the oomrc.and to nfill 
the water-pots with vrater "· W'a~er is distinctly mentioned 
in view of what was to happen. In their zeal, the servants 
filled them to the brim. This is probably stated for the 
purpose of pointing out the large quantity, as well as to 
exclude the possibility of anyone adding anything to the 
water. Thereupon Christ told these servants to "draw out 
now and bear unto the governor of the feast". Some have re-
garded this to be "the superintendent of the banqueting-
chamber ", a servant whose duty it was to ar range the table-
furniture and the courses, and to taste the food beforehand. 
Others ha.ve held that this was one of the guests selected 
to preside at the banquet according to the Greek and Roruan 
custom. This latter view seems to be supported by the pass-
age in the thirty-fifth chapter of Eocleeiastious: "lf thou 
be made the ma ster of a feast, lift not tbyaelf up, but be 
among them as one of the rest; take diligent care for them, 
100. 
and so sit down. And when thou hast done all thy office. 
take thy place, that thou ma.yest be merry with them. and 
r e ceive a crown for thy well ordering of the feast". As the 
success of t he f east depended largely upon him, his selec-
tion wa s a matter of some thought and oare. Plato says: 
"Must v,e not appoint a sober man and a wise to be our master 
of the r evels? For is the ruler of drinkers himself young 
and drun ken, a nd not over-wise, only by some special good 
fortune will he be saved from doing some great evil"(Laws.640)!04 
Before the servants brought a sample of the contents of 
t he j ars to the governor of the feast, something very remark-
a ble ano. supe1·na tural had happened. A situation which had 
thr eatened to becowe extremely embarrassing to all concerned 
had been r elieved; for what they had poured in .as water had 
turned i nto wine. The ruler was unaware of what had t aken 
place . Thinking it to be soilie more of the stock of wine 
which the host had acquired, he mirthfully remarked tha t the 
bridegr oom had deviated from the usual custom by serving the 
good wine l a st. Usually the best wine was offered first so 
that when the t a ste of the guests was somewhat dulled. an 
inferior vintage could be offered. We need not suppose from 
his remarks that the guests were well-nigh intoxicated. Here 
Th 1 Very real' and it was of t he very best!05 was a miracle. e w ne was 
lo4 Vincent, Word Studies· in the New Testament, Vol.2, pp.81-82. 
l05 Fahling, The Life of Christ, pp.159-161. 
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Abruptly the narrative ends. There is a divine reti-
cence in contrast to our human talkativeness. What the com-
pany thought, Tiha t Mary felt, what the bridegroom said, we 
oan only gue s s. But John closes with the purpose of the 
mira.ole: "Thi s beginning of miracles did Jesus in Cana of 
Galilee and manifested forth His glory." 
The Evangelist John here expressly, and it would seem, 
pointedly excludes from all historic credit the miracles of 
the Infancy, which a re found in such abundance in nearly all 
of the apocryphal Gospels. He means not merely tha t this 
was t he f i rst miracle which our Savior effected in Cana, but 
t ho.t t his rm.s t he first miracle which He performed · in His 
e Q.r t hly sojourn. The whole churoh has always regarded these 
words a s decisive on this point. 
What wa s the purpose of Christ in doing this miracle? 
\'Ja.s it merely to eave a newly-married couple from embarrass-
ment a nd sha me? Surely it wa s not. But His motive goes much 
deeper. John gives us the answer with the nerds tha t•He 
manifested forth His glor y". Any ordinary man, had he per-
formed such a feat, would simply be showing forth the glory 
of God from Whom he received the power to work the miracle. 
But Christ, being God Himself, could manifest His own; for 
"gloryn here must have its full emphasis. Assuredly 1~ is 
no attribute which can be applied to mortals but only to God, 
.... 
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since it is actually a divine attribute. The divine Logos, 
as the absolute Light of the world, rays forth light from 
IUm.aelf, and , t his e~fluence 1.s His nglory n. During moat of 
the time of His earthly stay, this glory, whioh He possessed 
and was in His essence, \'las tabernacled, hidden froµ1 the eyes 
of men . Now, in this His first work of power and grace, it 
burst through tha t covering, revealing itself to the ep1r1-
tual eyes of His disciples. The result was that 9 they be-
held His glory, the glory as of the only-begotten of the 
Fa. ther 11 , a nd believed on Him. 106 
Thi s ma.n ifestation of His glory is emphasized still more 
by John' s second reason for the miracle; because of it, His 
"discipl es believed on Him". As far as a true understanding 
of His being and essence is concern~d, His disciples were still 
babes and children. Up to that point, they were attracted to 
Him because of His words and forceful personality. But they 
must grow in stature and wisdom. They must understand as far 
as was humanly possible that He was the very God incarnate. 
and then go to all the world and preach this fact of salvation 
for mankind through their Lord. Thus this miracle, as well as 
all the miracles of nature
1 
particularly confirmed. strength-
ened, and exalted their faith, who already believing on Him. 
nwere capable of being lifted fro~ fa.1th to faith, adv~ncing 
107 
from faith in an earthly teacher to faith in a heavenly Lord". 
106 Trench, Op. cit., p. 94. 
107 i bid •• p.95 • 
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Chapter Five. 
The Reaurreotion Miracles. 
The accounts of the r a ising of the dead have al\-ra.ys been 
at tac ked as if, in some way; they were more 1mpmoba.ble than 
other mira.cles; and just as regularly they have been advanced 
by apologists as supreme examples of our .Lord's almighty 
p ower. But the initial m~sconception is the same in e i ther 
cnse; it is only from a purely human point of view t hat one 
miracle can be regarded as more wonderful than another, or 
more diff icult to believe. We shall here confine ourselves 
to the consideration of one of these resurrection miracles. 
It mu s t a.l v-;ays remain a mystery to us \'lhY the raising of 
Lazarus from the dead (John 11), so memorable in itself, 
should have been omitted by the three ·earlier Evangelists. 
Some ha ve held t hat it v,as due particularly to the f act t hat 
nhile he lived , Lazarus• life \'las in danger. The Pharisees 
mi ght seek the life of hilll, on whom one of the Lord's most 
f amous miracles was wrought. such an explanation is very 
f ar-fetched when we consider that Mark's Goepel was written 
at Rome, and Luke wrote to his friend, Theophilus, 1n Italy. 
Hence, even if they had included this miracle in their accounts, 
the life of Lazarus would not have been placed in danger. 
Others have maintained that the three earlier writers report 
chiefly the mir~cles which our Lord performed in Galilee. 
omitting those which were wrought in Jerusalem and its vicin-
ity, which would exclude the one we are about to disouss. This 
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is per f ectly true; in t~e final analysis, ho~ever, it is 
mer ely a · re-ata t ament of the faot whioh needs to be expl~ ined. 
It ia a l most i mpossible to find a suitable expla nation for 
this omi s s ion. 
After Lazarus, whom He loved, had died, Jesus journeyed 
from Perea to Bethany where the deceased had lived with hie 
sisters, Mary and Martha. After comforting them by stating 
t hat t he death of Lazarus occurred that the "Son of God 
mi ght be glo·rified ", our Savior inquired as to the location 
of the gr a ve. He wa s told to "come and seen. He, 1n 1.:.'hom 
a l1ai gh t y powe r r esided, now diaoloaea true human emotions 
i n a buxst of t ears. He is sorrowful with t he sorro7Jful. 
Some of t he J e~s were moved at this, display of loving sym-
a.t hy , a.nd remar ke d : "Behold how He loved hi.m!" Other s, how-
ever , could make nothing of His tears; to them they ~ere a 
puzzle and .riddle. Why ha4 He not oome in time to heal him? 
Tius it unwillingnesa or inability? In a half-perplexed~ 
hal f - mocking ~ay, t hey asked:"Could not this man which ope~ed 
t he e.ye s of t he bl i nd have ca.used tba t even this man should 
not ,have died?" If He did not have the power to r a i se t his 
d.ea.d man, in ·~1hat poai tion did tha t place the other mir3.ole a? 
108 
I f He \1ere unwilling to do ~o, why the tears? 
,Thls unkind attitude on the part of the Jews oaused 
I' 








Jeaus t o gr()al'l again a.s He neared the grave. Whon t h13y had 
ar r:lv ed, Jesu s com1,1anded t horn to t ake_ a·, a y the atone. To 
t h i s Mo.i-tha ~ who had joined tha group again, remonetr i!.ted: 
"Lord., b y th is time he st1nketh; for he hath been dead. four 
da ys". But Jesus replied:"Said I not unto thee t hat, if 
t hou noulde s t bel ieve, thou shouldest see the glory of Coen" 
Regar dless., then, of t he objection of M.~rtha. and p o3sibl y 
becau se i t wa.s peroe ived tha t He ha.d some end in mi nd. t ha 
otone was roll ed i:1.way. Thereupon, Jesus, l 1ft1ng His eyea 
t o hea ven, addressed His Father, not to make a request, but 
to t han k Him tha t His request ha.d been granted. Thereby He 
shows His fellowship r1 i th the Fa ther, by whose i,1ord He qu1ck-
eneth v,hom He 11111. We stoott explains 1 t in th.i a ,ay: 
This thanksgiving was not for any uncertain or unexpected 
gift. It 1·;as r a t her a proclamation of fellow·ship with God. 
The sympathy in work and thought be t ween the Father and 
the Son is e.l wa.ys perfect and uninterrupted• and no·,1 it 
was r evea.led in action. Even in this sorrow the Son knew 
the end; but t hat i.'lhich . He kne\1, others denied., and by 
t he open cla i m to the co-operation of God , the Lord mo.d.e 
a l ast solemn appea l to the belief of His adver aa.ries.109 
Afte r this our Savior "cried with a loud vioee., La zarus, 
come forth!" And be t hat was dead came forth. bound hand and 
foot with gr a ve clothes, and bis face was bound with a napkin. 
Jesus s a ith unto t hem: "Loose him, and let him go!" The effect 
of this stupendous miracle was t wo-fold. Some of those Jews 
who had come to visit and oou.fort Mary and Martha left the 
lOS 'taylor., ,Op. cit., p . 381. 
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place \!! Ith t he conviction that His words and miracles were 
true, that He was actually the Son of God, the Promised 
Messiah. Others, as was the ca se so often, refused to be-
lieve on Him even in the f ace of that wonderful work, and 
went to the · Pharisees and told them what Jesus had done. 110 
Ca n t his scene be regarded as a deliberate deception 
b y Jesus, with or without the co-operation of His friends, 
as i s sugge s ted b y Renan? Or can this account be considered 
merely a s a piece of i magina tive religious fiction? Surely, 
n either hypothesis is tenable; the one involves a mora l mon-
s tros ity quite inconceivable, while the other is a moral 
111 
miracle a.s inexpl a inable as the miracle itself. Accord-
i ng t o Jewi sh custom, deep mourning for the dead l a sted for 
seven da y s. Many peopl e had come to the home of the sisters 
t o cowfort a nd console t bem. If Lazarus were not dead, it 
seems quite i mpossible to have concealed tha t fa.ct from all 
t hose eyes. Further~ore, if there bad been any deception at 
all connected with the miracle, eye-nitnesses of it certainly 
would have r a ised much objection to the truthfulness of the 
account recorded by John. But no objection was raised. In 
f act, even His enemies, frow whom we naturally would expect 
the accusation of fraud, are silent. 
llO Fabling, Op. cit., p.489. 
111 Shafto,· Op. cit., pp. l 7~-173. 
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In t he words: "I aZA the Reaurreotion and the Life•, we 
find the le sson which our Lord niahed to teaoh the bereaved 
sisters .as well as His disciples. Martha, in her d1sous a1on 
with Je sus, shortly before His aotual arrival in Bethany, 
had sta t ed the resurrection rather as a doctrine, a our~ent 
t enet: Jesus stat es it as a fact, identified with His own 
person. He does not say: "I raise the dead; I perform the 
r esurrection, but .!..a the resurrection". 111n His own 
person, representing humanity, He exhibits man as immortal, 
112 
but i m,1,ortal only through union with Him•. In the words~ 
"the life 11, there is the larger and more inclusive idea. 
Re surrection is involved in life as an incident developed 
by the temporary and apparent triumph and victory of death. 
But all true life is in Christ. In Him we find a.11 that is 
e s sential to life, in its origin, in its maintenance, and 
i t s consumma tion. All this 1s conveyed to the· believer by 
his uni on with the Savior of all. Godet writes: 
Every believer is in reality and forever sheltered 
from death. To die with full light, in the olear cer-
tainty of the life which is 1n Jesus, to die only to 
continue to live in Him, is no longer that f act whioh 
human l anguage design~tes by the name of death. It 
is as t hough Jesus had said: In Me death is oerttfg 
to live, and the living is certain never to die. 
112 Vincent, Op. oit., p.203. 
113 Quoted by Vincent, Op. oit., p.203. 
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The raising of Lazarus differs from the Resurrection 
of Christ Hi11 self because Lazarus, so far as we know, was 
not raiaed to a new and more glorious mode of existence. 
but u;erely restored to th·e sort of life he bad before. The 
fitness of the miracle lies in the faot that He who will 
raise all men at the general resurreot1on here does it 
small a nd close, and in an inferior - a merely anticipatory 
f a shion. For the mer e restoration of Lazarus is as infer-
ior in splendor to the glor1~s resurrection of the new 
Humanity a s stone jars a.re to the green a.nd growing vine, 
or five little barley loaves to all the waving bronze and 
114 
gold of a f a t valley ripe for harvest. 
114 Lewis, Op. cit., p.180. 
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Conolua1on. 
The narratives of Christ's life show that an ea~ent1al 
oharacter1stic of His Gospel mini~try was His possession and 
us0 of miraculous powers. His works, no leas than Hie words, 
u1ade a deep imi:,reaaion on His contemporaries. Both moved 
t hem -to aatonishraent and questioning: "What is the wisdom that 
is given to this man, and what mean such mighty works 
wrought by His bands?•{Mk.6,2). Yet in spite of the wonder 
an(l amazement that the working of them caused, these deeds 
iere normal to Jesus. They were part of the way in which He 
expressed Himself; the inevitable and natural outoome of His 
personality, irrepressible acts of love and kindness. He 
could not remain indifferent to the suffering needs of man-
kind. More than once do we come across the phrase whioh sums 
up His ac tivity among men: "He went about doing good." 
But Jesus rarely laid mu.oh stress on miracles, though 
on occasion He did appeal to them, as in the evidence He 
sent to John the Baptist, or, again, in the controversy 
a bout the forgiveness of sins (Mk.2,9-10), or in the last 
discourse: "Believe Me tha..t I am in the Father, and the 
Father in Me: or else believe Me for the very works' sake(Jn.14). 
He did not come as a worker of miracles primarily, but as a 
Teacher and Sa.vier v,ho sought to communicate to His hearers 
Himself, and 80 to reveal to them the Father. And the miracles 
115 
v1ere an essential pa.rt of that tea.ohing. 
ll5 Shafto, Op. cit., pp.181-182. 
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The tea ching of Jesus whether by word or deed makes one 
dewand on His listeners. He de1tanda faith in Himself. Often 
He refused to satisfy the idle curiosities of on-lookers 
simply because He knew that it would do no good, that it 
·,ould not lead them to fa1 th and trust in Hiruaelf as their 
Sa vior and Redeemer. But by the miraculous happenings re-
corded in the Gospel s, He wanted men to recognize that union 
v1 i th Him, trust in Hi m, \'lOUld bring to them not only the 
physica l bles sings for temporal life, but also the spiritual 
blessings for a timeless eternity. 
What is note-worthy about the miraculous action of Christ 
is wha t ca n be called miraculous moderation. This point 1a 
very ably set forth by Fairbairn in the words: 
His abstention from the use of His power is even more 
relJlarkable than His exeroiae of it. supernatural power 
is a dangerous thing to possess, an awful temptation. 
Few men could po ssess it without being depraved by its 
possession, wi thout at least often using it unwisely. 
It is a power ~1th which we should hardly trust any 
man ••• But the extraordinary fact stands: the people be-
lieved Christ to possess it, and yet trusted Him, and 
He justified their trust. He was never untimely, ex-
travagant or ungracious in the exercise of His super-
natura l gifts. They were never used on His own behalf. 
He had power above Nature, but He lived under the laws 
and within the 1 i n,i ts she sets •• • He was often hungry 
and athirst but He never fed Himself as He fed the 
!tltlltitudea ~n the hill-side, or refreshed Himself as 
He refreshed the wedding guests at Cana in Galilee. 
He suffered knew heart-break, pain, and death; but He 
never a sked'any sovereign might to lighten His sorrows, 
heal His wounds or roll back the ebbing tide of life. 
Then too His ~ower is never exercised for defensive 
or h~stil~ purposes. His enemies acknowledge His 
miracles, confessing that He had a power more than 
111 •. 
bu111an, but not the ,1111 to use it devilishly. His prayer 
on the cross explains and illustrates Hie conduct. Tiha.t 
H~ asked His Fa ther to do, He was always doing - exer-
cising mercy, forgiving men who did not knO\V the sinful-
ness of t heir doings. He wa.a thus 1n what He abstained 
from doing, a wi tneaa to the d1·v1n: grace He incarnated 
His sufferings and death were voluntary results of His· 
o~n choice. As He willed to heal men, ~o He willed to 
die for :nan. The moti vea that induced Him to work mir-
acles moved Him to die; He exercised His power that He 
might sa ve from suffering; He withheld it that He might 
save from sin •.• Here men have found the \'10nder of a.ll 
ages - "God commending Hie love to us, in that, while 
we were yet sinners, Christ died for uan.116 
Wha t is the value of the miracle for us todny? Orchard 
he.a summed 1 t up very 'iell in the . words: 
The value of belief in miracles is, first of all, tha t 
it saves us from the wholesale rejection of the story of 
Revel a t i on ; secondly, it keeps the human .mind always open 
to higher possibilities beyond mechanical rigidity and 
ill egitimat e limitations; but thirdly, it makes us con-
sta ntly dependent upon God; for acoording to the true 
definition of a miracle we can never ourselves expect to 
work mira cl es merely by the acquirement of greater know-
ledge or even grea ter sa intliness, .nor oan we be certain 
t hat God will ever work a miracle in any given circum-
stance, however great vie ourselves may think the need 
to be. All things are possible with God, but all th~ngs 
are not expedient for us; and thu&· while the belief in 
miracle opens the mind to the continual possibility of 
the direct intervention of God, yet it never a;19w~ us 
to calculate, dictate or presume. The belief in miracle 
is, therefore an essential element in a truly religious 
interpreta tio~ of God's relations to man and the world. ll? 
116 Fairbairn, Op. cit., pp.161-162. 
117 Orchard, . Op. cit., pp.185-186. 
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